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कार्यकारी.सारंश.(Executive Summary) 

नेपालको सन्दर्भमा सन् १९८० देखि २००० सम्म आइपुग्दा वनको रु्खम नै ४३%बाट संकुखित र्एर 

२९% मा आइसकेको खियो र्ने २०१६ मै कररब ४७.७४% पुयाभउन नेपाल सफल पखन र्एको छ । 

गण्डकी प्रदेश अन्तगभतका तीन खिल्लाहरु नवलपुर, कास्की र तनहुँमा त्यहाुँका कृषकहरु संग बायोिार 

सम्बखन्ि िानकारी, यसको  प्रयोग, फाइदा तिा त्यहाुँका उद्योगी तिा यायापारीहरुसंग बायोिार 

उत्पादनमा लगानी सम्बखन्ि छलफल गयौं। नवलपुरमा र्ौखतकरुपले उपखस्ित र्इ त्यहाुँका कृषकहरु तिा 

उद्योगीहरुसंग अन्तरक्रिया गयौं र्ने सामुदाखयक बनहरुमा गइ बायोिार उत्पादनको लाखग िाखहने कच्चा 

पदािभहरु िस्तै बनमारा िस्ता खमिाहा बनस्पखत र बनको कटाइछंटाइ र सफा गदाभ खनस्कने हाुँगा बबुँगा 

लगायत झाखडहरुको बारेमा र्ौखतक सवेक्षण पखन गयौं। नवलपुर खिल्लामा ४०० बगभखमटर के्षत्रफ़लको प्लट 

खनमाभण गरर ५ वटा र्ौखतक सबेक्षण पखन सम्पन्न गयौं। तनहुँ र कास्की खिल्लामा र्ने कोखवद-१९ को 

महामारीले गदाभ र्ौखतक रुपले उपखस्ित हन नसनेे  कारणले गदाभ फोन माफभ त त्यहाुँका कृषकहरु तिा 

उद्योगीहरु संग छलफल गयौं।  हाम्रा अध्ययनका मुख्य बुुँदा देहाय बमोखिमका खिए:  

१) कररब २० प्रखतशत कृषकहरु मात्र बायोिार र यसको प्रयोग गदाभ हने फाइदाहरु बारेमा िानकार 

र्एको पाइयो। कृषकहरु आफ्नो िेतबारीमा बायोिार प्रयोग गनभ इच्छुक देखियो तर उनीहरु 

बायोिारको मूल्य बारेमा  बढी संवेदनशील र्एको पाइयो।  बायोिारको मूल्य रासायखनक मलको 

मूल्य र्न्दा कम वा बढीमा रासायखनक मलको मूल्य बराबर र्एमा मात्र प्रयोग गनभ सक्रकने 

उनीहरुको आशय खियो। 

२) सामुदाखयक बनका उपर्ोक्ता समूहहरुसंग अन्तरक्रिया गदाभ उनीहरु बनबाट खनस्कने झाडी िन्य 

बोटखबरुवाहरु, खमिाहा वनस्पखतहरु र बनको छंटाई गदाभ खनस्कने हाुँगाबबुँगा तिा स-साना काम 

नलागे्न बोटखबरुवाहरु बयोिार उत्पादन गने उद्योगीहरुलाइ बेच्न इच्छुक र्एको पाइयो तर केखह 

सामुदाखयक बनहरुको हकमा र्ने उनीहरुको बन सम्बखन्ि खनयमावलीले छेनेे  उनीहरुको र्नाइ 

खियॊ।  केखह सामुदाखयक बन उपर्ोक्ता समूहहरु र्ने सरकारी सहयोग पाइएमा आफै बायोिार 

उत्पादन गने कुरा पखन उनीहरुले बताए।   

३) नवलपुर, कास्की तिा तनहुँ खिल्लाका उद्योगी तिा यायापारीहरु संग अन्तरक्रिया गदाभ उनीहरु 

बायोिार उत्पादनमा लगानी गनभ सक्रकने बताए। तर उनीहरु यो नयाुँ िालको उद्योग र्एको 

कारणले गदाभ बिारको अवस्िा, सरकारी नीखत खनयम, कच्चा पदािभको उपलयािता आक्रदको बारेमा 

सशंक्रकत र्एको पाइयॊ।  सरकारबाट उखित नीखत आइ खवखिय सयोग तिा बिारको सुखनखितता 

र्एमा उनीहरुले लगानी गने बताए।  

४) बायोिारको उत्पादनको लाखग िाखहने कच्चा पदािभहरु गण्डकी प्रदेशमा प्रिुर मात्रामा पाइने यो 

अध्ययनले देिाउुँछ।  नवलपुर , कास्की र तनहुँ खिल्लामा मात्र प्रखत वषभ ५,१८,३८६ टन कच्चा 

पदािभ सैदाखन्तक खहसाबले उत्पादन हन्छ। यसको आिा मात्र बयोिार उत्पादनको लाखग उपलयाि 

र्एमा पखन २,५९,१९३ मेरिक टन कच्चा पदािभबाट बायोिार उत्पादन गनभ सक्रकन्छ र यसबाट 

वार्षभक कररब ७७,७५८ टन िखत तयारी बायोिार उत्पादन हन्छ।    
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५) बायोिार उत्पादनको अनुमाखनत लागत खहसाब गदाभ १ टन प्रखत घण्टा क्षमता र्एको बायोिार 

उद्योग स्िापना गनभको लाखग कररब तीन करोड पिास लाि िखत लगानी लागे्न देखिन्छ िस मध्य 

मेखसन तिा औिार िररदको लाखग १९ % , २२% िग्गा िररदमा, ४९% र्वन तिा र्ण्डारण 

खनमाभणमा, बाुँक्रक १० % योिना खनमाभण, खडिाइन तिा रै्परी आउने ििभमा लागे्न देखिन्छ।      

६) खवखिय खवशे्लषण गदाभ  सकारले आर्िभक सहायता नगरेसम्म कच्चा पदािभ खसिैमा उपलयाि र्एता 

पखन बायोिारको उत्पादन आर्िभक खहसाबले फाइदािनक देबिुँदैन र्ने कच्चा पदािभ क्रकन्न परेमा 

झनै गाह्रो हने देखिन्। िार ओटा पररदशृ्य बनाएर खविीय खवशे्लषण गदाभ कच्चा पदािभ खसिैमा 

उपलयाि हने अवस्िा र्एमा प्रखत के िी बायोिारको LCOP रु.२६.०३ प्रखत केिी हने देखियो 

िुन खनकै महुँगो हो। बिारमा रासायखनक मल युररयाको िुद्रा मूल्य प्रखत केिी रु.१२ - १५ पछभ 

र्ने पोटाखसयम रु.३० -३५ पछभ र DAP रु.४५ िखत पछभ। यस खहसाबले प्रखत केिी बायोिारको 

खबक्रि मूल्य रु.२० का दरले खबखिय खवशे्लषण गदाभ NPV, IRR र Payback Period सन्तोषिनक 

देखिएन। प्रखत केिी बायोिारमा रु.३ का दरल े ६ वषभ सम्म सखयासडीका क्रदइएमा खबखिय 

सूिकांकमा केखह सुिार आउछ तर अझै यसले उद्योगीहरुलाई लगानी गनभ प्रोत्साखहत गने देखिदैन। 

तर सरकारले रु. ३ प्रखत केिी सखयासडी सखहत उद्योगको लाखग खसिै िग्गा उपलयाि गराउने र ५% 

बैंक यायािदरमा ऋण उपलयाि गराउने हो र्ने यसले लगानी कताभहरुलाई आकर्षभत गनभ सक्छ र 

सािै यसले उत्पादन मूल्य पखन घटाउुँछ । तर कच्चा पदािभ खसिैमा उपलयाि नर्ई िररद गनुभ पने 

अवस्िा आएमा प्रखत केिी ५०पैसाको दरले िररद मूल्य रािी खवखिय खवशे्लषण गदाभ सम्र्ाखवत 

लगानीकताभहरुलाई आकर्षभत गनभ घटीमा पखन रु.६ प्रखत केिीका दरले ६ वषभ सम्म सखयासडीका 

सािै उद्योगको लाखग खसिै िग्गा उपलयाि गराउने तिा ५% बैंक यायािदरमा ऋण उपलयाि 

गराउनु पदभछ।   

७) प्रदेश सरकारले बायोिारको प्रयोग र उत्पादनको लाखग उखित नीखत बनाइ कृषकहरुलाई यसको 

प्रयोगको लाखग आकर्षभत गने र उत्पादनको लाखग लगानी कताभहरुलाई उत्पे्रररत गने िालको नीखत 

ल्याउनु पछभ।    
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background  

On the one hand, the soil fertility is deteriorating due to degradation of soil [1, 2, 3], 

depletion of nutrients  or loss of organic matter [4, 5] and overuse of pesticide in the 

agriculture soil [6],  but on the other hand, the global demand for food is increasing. The use 

of inorganic fertilizers has become a boon to increase the agricultural production since the 

“green revolution” [7]. However, the long-term uses of inorganic fertilizers alone cause 

negative impact on the soil health, thus reducing the yield of the crop [8,9]. The level of the 

concentration of organic matter in soil affects the physical properties of soil. Organic matter 

improves water holding capacity and nutrients, and soil structure [10]. Therefore, the use of 

organic matter such as biochar has become an important soil amendment tool to improve 

soil health and crop productivity [11 ]. 

Biochar is a carbonaceous porous solid matter that is produced by thermo-chemical 

conversion of organic materials in an oxygen-depleted environment and has 

physicochemical properties suitable for safe and long-term storage of carbon [12]. Biochar is 

produced by pyrolysis process in which biomass is heated under high temperature in 

complete or partial absence of oxygen. The production and application of biochar has 

become increasingly popular in the last ten years and has attracted research interest 

globally [13] due to its multi-functionality potential for agriculture and environmental 

application such as soil fertility improvement, pesticide suppressor and climate change 

mitigation [14, 15].  Several studies done around the world have reported that the 

application of biochar can (i) enhance soil physical, chemical and biological properties [ 16, 

17 ],  (ii)  boost up nutrient availability to promote plant growth and water retention 

capacity [ 18 ],  (iii)  reduce the bioavailability of pesticides by adsorption in soil and reduce 

effect of pesticide contamination [19], (iv) sequestrate carbon and act as a greenhouse gas 

suppresser [ 20 ], and (v) soil-borne diseases suppresser [21], which ultimately help in 

minimizing food security issues. Biochar can be prepared from the pyrolysis of wide range of 

organic materials such as crop husks, grass, weeds, leaf litter, waste, manures and wood.  

Recently in Nepal as well, the biochar has attracted a lot of research interest due to its 

potential benefits as soil amendments. Studies conducted at different parts of Nepal have 
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clearly indicated the increase in crop productivity and improvement in soil physical and 

chemical properties. In a study conducted by Pandit et al. in Nepal, the addition of biochar 

to a moderately acidic silty loam soil from Rasuwa district resulted the improvement in soil 

physiochemical properties and significantly increased the yield of maize grain yield by 93% 

and mustard grain yield by 134% at 40 ton/ha of biochar [22]. Gautam et al. also reported 

the positive impact on soil physical properties and crop yield in a trial conducted at Ramche 

in Rasuwa district, Nepal [23].  Likewise, Bhattarai et al. also reported the improvement in 

soil physiochemical properties and yield of garden pea on addition of biochar prepared from 

different feedstock ( rice husk, poultry manure, wood biochar and farm yard manure in a 

trial conducted at Paklihawa, Rupandehi, Nepal [24].  

 

1.2. Context  

Although Nepal is an agricultural country, several studies have reported declining soil 

fertility in Nepal [25] and the productivity is the lowest in Asia with yields far below the 

world average [ 26]. Hence, the application of biochar could help to bolster the soil fertility, 

which eventually improves productivity in the country. However, the production and use of 

biochar are limited to only household and research purposes. Gandaki Province of Nepal has 

planned to double the productivity of crops within the next five years. To achieve this 

target, Gandaki Province has adopted a policy of promoting the production and use of 

biochar to enrich the carbon content in the soil within five years at an annual rate of more 

than 25%. However, it requires the production of biochar in a commercial scale by 

establishing production plants.  As of now, biochar is not produced commercially in Nepal. 

Biochar can be produced from a wide range of organic materials such as agricultural 

residues, wood residues, forest residues, different invasive plants, grasses, industrial wastes, 

and urban/municipal organic waste. The availability of these feedstocks is the first requisite 

for establishing the biochar plants. However, no studies have been done yet in the province 

about the availability of these feedstocks and the economics of the production of biochar in 

the province. This study has been done as a collaborative work between the Provincial 

Policy and Planning Commission (PPPC), Gandaki Province and Nepal Academy of Science 

and Technology (NAST) entitled “Feasibility Study of Technical Requirements for the 

Production of Bicoar in the Gandaki Province”. This project is funded by the PPPC, Gandaki 
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Province. The purpose of this study is to conduct a feasibility study for establishing biochar 

plants in the province.  

 

1.3.  Objectives 

This feasibility study provides the baseline information and data to the government of 

Gandaki Province to implement the policy of promoting the production and use of biochar 

within the provincial territory to improve soil fertility. This study will help generate new 

scientific information and provide a baseline report for the commercial production and 

application of biochar in the province, which contributes to formulating the agricultural 

policy for the adoption of biochar by farmers for soil fertility management in their routine 

farming practices.  

The general objectives of this feasibility study are: 

 To assess the technical and financial feasibility of the production of biochar in 

Gandaki Province. 

 To provide suitable recommendations for the use of biochar into a soil amendment. 

The specific objectives include the following: 

 To identify and estimate the quantities of available sources of raw materials for the 

commercial production of biochar in the Gandaki Province. 

 To conduct a questionnaire survey amongst farmers and community forest user 

groups to know their views about the use of biochar. 

 To conduct a questionnaire survey amongst business community to understand their 

views about the investment in biochar production in the Gandaki Province.  

 To assess the investment and operation costs needed to establish the biochar 

production plant (financial analysis). 

 To provide suitable financial options/models for the establishment of a biochar 

production plant. 

 To provide suitable recommendations to make the project viable. 

 

1.4. Organization of the Study 

This study has been divided into eight major Chapters. Chapter 1 describes the general 

overview of biochar, including various studies being made in Nepal about the application of 
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biochar. This chapter also describes the rationale and objectives of the study. Chapter 2 

describes the methodology followed in this study. This chapter describes the study design, 

site selection for sample survey, data collection approach, and data analysis. Chapter 3 

briefly describes an overview of traditional biochar technologies. Chapter 4 presents the 

results of the estimated feedstock for biochar production.  The results of the questionnaire 

survey and interaction program with the concerned stakeholders are presented in Chapter 

5. Likewise, the results of the financial analysis are provided in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 explains 

the various possible business models for biochar production. Finally, the conclusions and 

recommendations are provided in Chapter 8.   

1.5. Limitation of Study 

This study was carried out mainly to generate the preliminary baseline data to initiate the 

biochar production in the Gandaki Province. This study was carried out with limited 

resources and time. Therefore, the depth of this study cannot be compared with a detailed 

project report.  Although this study is meant for Gandaki Province, the study has focused 

mainly on three districts (Nawalpur, Tanahu, and Kaski).  Due to the current COVID-19 

pandemic, field studies were not possible, and hence, most of the required data were 

collected through telephone interviews. 
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2. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

This section presents the methodology employed in this study for conducting the field 

survey, analysis of surveyed sample data to estimate the various feedstock materials for the 

production of biochar, and financial analysis to identify the viability of the production of 

biochar in a commercial scale.   

 

2.1 Study Area 

Gandaki Province is the study area of this project. Nawalpur, Tanahu, and Kaski districts are 

the focused study area in this province. The field survey was conducted only in the 

Nawalpur district.  Five community forests were visited for sample data collection in 

Nawalpur district. The required data were collected through telephone interviews with 

major stakeholders in Tanahu and Kaski districts as it was not possible to arrange field study 

due to the current COVID-19 pandemic. Five community forests from each district were 

chosen for telephone interviews. The selected community forests in Nawalpur, Tanahu, and 

Kaski districts are presented in Table 1.  The purpose of the field study was to collect 

samples from community forests to estimate the quantities of forest byproducts, and 

invasive plants such as Ageratina adenophora, commonly known as Banmara, and conduct 

the questionnaire survey among the community forest users and other stakeholders. 

Table 1: Name of the selected community forest in Nawalpur, Tanahu and Kaski districts 

S.N District Community Forest 

 
1 

 

Nawalpur 
Nawa Durga Community Forest, Bishnu Nagar 
Community Forest, Namuna Community Forest, 
Ghumauri Community Forest, Jai Shree Community 
Forest 

 
2 

 

Tanahu  
Kolka Community Forest, Puranikot Community 
Forest, Muluk Community Forest, Lekaikhara 
Community Forest, Khashrang Besi Community Forest 

 
3 

 

Kaski  
Devkota Community Forest, Machapuchre 
Community Forest, Rupa Community Forest, Takanja 
Community Forest, Danshing Marang Community 
Forest 
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Figure 1: Study area, Gandaki province, Nepal 

 

2.2 Methodology 

Figure 2 presents the methodological approach employed in this study and consists of 

several steps to achieve the objectives of the study. There are two major divisions in the 
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figure, namely technical and financial feasibility, followed by several steps to achieve them. 

The main steps are described below.   

 

2.2.1. Estimation of Biochar Feedstock 

Different types of feedstocks are used for the production of biochar, such as agricultural 

residues, forest byproducts, and invasive plants. The quantity of feedstock from agricultural 

residue is estimated using secondary data from published literature. Likewise, the feedstock 

from forest residues (branches, stumps, bushes), and invasive plants were estimated by 

using field study, interaction programs and a questionnaire survey with community forest 

user groups and farmers. Interaction programs, including questionnaire surveys, were 

conducted with localities, farmers, and community forest user groups. Pre-defined closed-

ended questions were used for this purpose. The sample questionnaires are provided in 

Appendix A. The sample plot of size 20 m by 20 m was marked using rope within the area 

covered by the invasive plant, and the plants within the boundary of the plot were cut-

down, and their weight was measured. Finally, the quantity of feedstock material was 

estimated by using extrapolation for the entire district area. The total quantity of the 

feedstock material was estimated by adding the quantity of forest residue, invasive plants, 

and agricultural residue. 

Table 2: Estimation of district-wise biochar production 

 

District 

 

Feedstock Source 

Feedstock 
Production ( ton) 

Feedstock 
Available for 
biochar (ton) 

 Agricultural byproduct     

  Forest byproduct      

  Invasive plants     

Total Feedstock for Biochar     

 

2.2.2. Overview of Traditional Biochar Technologies 

Various traditional technologies available for biochar production were reviewed, and their 

suitability in our context is explained. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Methodological approach used in the study

Technical Feasibility Study 

 

Estimation of Biochar Feedstock 

materials in Gandaki Province 

 Estimation of the quantity of 

invasive plants :  

a) Questionnaire survey at specific 

areas in Gandaki Province 

b) Field visit and sample survey at 

specific areas in forest areas 

 Estimation of the quantity of forest 

residues 

 

 

 
Estimation of 

Biochar Potential 

A) Cost Analysis 

Investment Cost  

 Land acquisition cost for plant setup 

 Pyrolysis plant cost  

 Transportation machineries like truck, tractor  

 Chipper/grinder, utility loader  

 Packaging Machine Cost  

Operation Cost 

 Collection of raw materials 

 Transportation of raw materials to the plant 

site 

 Pre-processing of biomass  

 Distribution cost  

 Salaries/wages and utility cost 

 Bank interest charges/insurance/marketing 

cost 

B)  Financial Analysis  

Calculate LCOP, NPV, IRR, MSP 

C) Propose suitable financial model 

 

Techno-financial 

feasibility study 

Financial Feasibility Study 
 

Overview of 
traditional biochar 

technologies 



2.2.3. Financial Feasibility Study 

Financial analysis is one of the objectives of this study.  We considered a semi-automatic 

biochar plant of capacity 1000 kg/hour for the analysis. Two cases were considered for financial 

analysis. In the first case, we assumed that feedstock is available free of cost.  In the second 

case, we assumed that feedstock costs a certain amount. Financial analysis was done for both 

cases. Firstly, the initial investment and operation costs were estimated. The investment 

includes various cost components, such as planning & design, land acquisition, machinery, and 

civil structure. The operation cost includes feedstock material cost, feedstock collection, and 

transportation cost, administrative cost, remuneration, insurance, bank interest, and other 

overhead. Machinery costs were collected from different manufactures. The key financial 

indicators, such as the levelized cost of production (LCOP), net present value (NPV), internal 

rate of return (IRR), and payback period, were calculated to evaluate the financial viability of 

the project. Finally, we analyzed different financial models, compared them, and suggested the 

best financial model. The detailed analysis is given in Section 6. 
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3. REVIEW OF BIOCHAR PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGIES 

3.1. Definition of Pyrolysis 

Pyrolysis is a thermos-chemical decomposition of biomass into a carbon-rich solid and volatile 

matter by heating with little or no oxygen [27]. The solid known as char, biochar, charcoal or 

cake contains high amount of carbon. The volatiles can be partly condensed to produce liquid 

known as bio-diesel leaving the remaining fraction as ‘non-condensable gases’ which contains 

CO2, CO, CH4, C2H2 , C2H4 [28] .  Figure 3 shows the simple representation of pyrolysis process.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Simple representation of pyrolysis process [28] 

 

3.2. Pyrolysis Process Types  

Pyrolysis process can be broadly classified into slow pyrolysis and fast pyrolysis process. Each 

process is briefly described below.  

3.2.1. Slow Pyrolysis  

Slow pyrolysis is the traditional form of biochar production. It is characterized by slower 

heating rates, relatively low temperature (typically 400 °C) and long contact time with vapor  

(hours to days) [28,29]. The heating rate is 5-30 °C per minute [30]. This process produces 20 -

35% of biochar depending upon the nature of the feedstock, reactor type and operating 

conditions [31]. Generally, one third of biomass gets converted into biochar in this process 

[32]. The higher the temperature, lower is the char yield. The relationship between the 

pyrolysis temperature and char yield is presented in Figure 4. This figure shows that as the 

pyrolysis temperature increases, the yield of biochar decreases. In slow pyrolysis process, the 

production of bio-oil is low and not suitable for bio-oil production. If the objective of the 

pyrolysis is the production of biochar, slow pyrolysis is recommended, and if the objective is 

the production of oil, fast pyrolysis is recommended. 
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3.2.2. Fast Pyrolysis  

In this process, biomass is rapidly heated to a moderate temperature (typically 500 °C) in the 

absence of oxygen [ 33 ]. This process involves faster heating rates and much shorter residence 

time (seconds) than in slow pyrolysis. The heating rate ranges from 10 to 200 °C per second [ 

34 ].  Under the right condition, this process produces 50% of oily products with 20% of solids 

(mainly biochar) and remaining 30% of non-condensable gases [29].  

 

Figure 4: Variation of the yield of end products with temperature in biomass pyrolysis [29] 

 

3.3. Low Cost Technologies  

Different types of low cost technologies are available for the production of biochar. These 

technologies can be built with locally available resources. Liquid and gas products are not 

collected in these technologies and escape as smoke in the environment. So, environmental 

emission is the major issue of these technologies. The production capacity is often low and not 

suitable for large scale production because these technologies work on batch process. Some of 

the technologies commonly used in practice are as follows:  

1. Earth Mound or Earth Covered Pit Kiln 

2. Kon Tiki Kiln 

3. Top-lit Up Draft Stoves  
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4. Adam Retort Kiln 

 
3.3.1. Earth Mound and Earth Pit Kiln 

This technology is the very old technology to produce biochar. In earth mound kiln, wood log is 

stacked above the ground, and covered the stack with earth. The top of pile is covered with 

leaves. The logs are piled in a crisscross way to allow the gas circulation. An opening is made at 

the side wall for starting the fire, and when this fire is well established, the opening is closed 

with earth. Inlets for air are opened at the base of the pile, and are used to control the rate of 

burning.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        Figure 5: Earth mound kiln [35]   Figure 6: Earth mound kiln [36] 
 

Earth pit kiln is the most ancient techniques, and one of the simplest way of producing biochar. 

In this method, a pit is dug on the ground and is filled with logs in a crisscross way for the 

circulation of air. The top of the stack is covered with some dry feedstock and leaves to start a 

fire. Figure 7 shows the illustration of this process.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Earth pit kiln for making biochar [37] 
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When the fire reaches about 1/3 from the top of the stack, the burning wood is spread at the 

bottom. Then new feedstock is added layer by layer. When ashes appear on the wood, the next 

layer of wood is added. The charring continues beneath the fire front. When all the feedstock is 

over, fire is quenched with water or charged with cow urine to make biochar-fertilizer, and 

then covered with a layer of soil for a day.  

3.3.2. Kon Tiki Kiln 

This is also a low cost technology for the production of biochar and is an improvement over the 

Earth Pit Kiln. This technology was designed in Switzerland in 2014 and spread by open source 

technology transfer to farmers. Figure shows the Kon Tiki Kiln. It is made of mild steel sheet in a 

conical shape at an angle of 63.5°, base diameter of 0.6 m, rim diameter of 1.5 m, and depth of 

0.90 m [38]. It has a flat bottom with a drain to allow to escape the quench water. The process 

of initiating a fire, and quenching the flame is similar to the Earth Pit Kiln. The emission of CO 

and NOx is lower per kg of biochar production, and the yield of biochar is 22±5% on a dry 

weight basis. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Figure 8: Kon Tiki Flame Kiln [38]    Figure 9: Dimension of Kon Tiki Kiln [ 39] 

 

3.3.3. Top-lit Updraft (TLUD) Stoves 

This stove is used to produce biochar as well as heat for cooking, and can be used only to 

produce small amount of biochar. This technology has low level of emission of CO, CH4 and 

aerosols by around 75% compared to traditional cooking because pyrolytic gases are mostly 

combusted in the flame [40]. It is constructed with two concentric cylinders. The inner cylinder 

is the fuel pot and has holes at bottom to allow the primary air inlet. The fuel pot also has holes 
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on the neck serving as a secondary air inlet. The outer cylinder has holes near the bottom on 

sides for secondary air inlet. During combustion, air enters these holes, either by natural air 

draft or forced with a fan. Wood chips are filled in the fuel pot up to the neck, just below the 

secondary air inlet holes and is ignited the top layer of fuel to begin the pyrolysis process.  Then 

air flows in through the primary and secondary air inlets. The primary inlet helps the draft of 

pyrolyzed wood gas flow up and the secondary air inlet allows to pass through hot air by the 

time it travels around the fuel pot. It helps the fuel layer to burn properly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Top-lit Updraft Kiln [ 41]  Figure 11: Schematic diagram of TLUD [42] 

 

3.3.4. Adam Retort Kiln 

Adam retort kiln is the improvement over the traditional technologies of biochar production. 

The efficiency of this kiln is 35% compared to the 18% efficiency of the traditional system and 

produces low emission of carbon monoxides and other harmful volatiles compared to a 

traditional earth-mound kiln [43]. This system can be built with locally available materials.  The 

retort kiln works in two stages. In the first stage, the wood in the retort chamber is dried by hot 

flue gases and the carbonization process is started. Hot flue gases are produced by burning 

cheap waste wood like branches, crust, bark and other agricultural residues in an external fire 

chamber.  The hot flue gases drive the moisture in the wood and after sometimes later, the 

flammable wood gases appear from wood chamber. When this happens, the smoke is rerouted 

to the wood chamber. This additional energy heats up the wood chamber and further 

accelerates the carbonization process in the second phase. This system is improvement over 

the traditional technologies and can be used for producing biochar for small communities only.  
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Figure 12: Adam Retort Kiln [44] 

 

3.4. Industrial Production of Biochar 

Continuous process is adopted for the production of biochar at industrial level as it can 

produce a large quantities of biochar with minimum human efforts, produces good quality of 

biochar and has higher efficiency.  The biochar yield is between 25 to 35% [  ].  The feedstock 

moves continuously and feeds to the pyrolyzer. Once the carbonization process is initiated, no 

further energy is needed because the process is exothermic.  The heat produced by the process 

drives the carbonization process. This process is ideal for medium to large scale production of 

biochar.  Drum, screw and rotary kiln type pyrolyzer are common in continuous process.  

In drum type pyrolyzer, the feedstock is fed continuously is a horizontally mounted drum kiln 

and heated externally to around 450 °C.  The screw type pyrolyzer uses indirect heating system 

and screw conveyer. The hot sand and feedstock moves forward slowly at one end of the screw 

in the reactor through an oxygen free cylindrical heated tube.  A channel through the tube 

raises the feedstock to the desired pyrolysis temperature ranging from 400° C to 800° C which 

pyrolyzes the biomass. The schematic diagram is shown in Figure 13. A rotary kiln pyrolyzer 

consists of a cylinder in which the biomass is fed and rotates at constant speed along its 

longitudinal axis for uniform heating to enhance the heat transfer during the pyrolysis process. 

Heat is supplied from furnace beneath the rotary kiln.  
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Figure 13: Schematic diagram of Screw type or Auger pyrolysis reactor [ 45] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Rotary kiln pyrolyzer (Source: Alibaba.com) 
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4. BIOCHAR FEEDSTOCK ESTIMATION 
 

This section presents the estimation of different feedstock material available in Nawalpur, 

Tanahu and Kaski districts of Gandaki Province for biochar production.  

 
4.1. Availability of Biochar Feedstock Materials 

The quantity of biomass will vary depending on the type of raw materials being processed, 

biomass density, and the manner of processing. Typically, invasive plants will produce more 

biomass compared to Khar and leaf because of higher branch loading. Additionally, samplings 

and seedlings harvested from community-managed forest produce higher biomass compared 

to others. This study suggests that raw materials like invasive plants, forest residue from the 

community-managed forest, and waste from industries such as sawdust and rice husk are 

available in Nawalpur, Kaski and Tanahu districts. 

 

Since the Government of Nepal began promoting Scientific Forest Management, huge amounts 

of forest byproducts are being harvested during pruning and cutting every year.  However, 

harvested raw materials are burned or left out in the forest. The forest users are mandatorily 

required to clear such invasive plants in the community forest. Figures 3 & 4 show the residues 

leftover during cutting and pruning in scientifically-managed community forest. They collect 

such plants but do not use them for any purposes. These materials can be utilized to produce 

biochar. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 15: Tree branches left after cutting trees 
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Figure 16: Leftover forest byproducts after pruning in community forest 

 

4.2. Estimation of Forest Byproduct 

According to the information provided by the forest officer, one hectare of forestland produces 

roughly one metric ton of byproducts such as branches and small trees during cutting, pruning, 

and clearing of bushes. The modality of forest management changes each year. In the first 

year, 30 hectares of scientifically managed forest is cut down, which produces approximately 

30 metric tons of byproducts. In the second year, the coverage is doubled to 60 hectares, 

which produces approximately 60 metric tons of byproducts. With this information in hand, the 

following rough estimation is done: 

 The total community forest area in Nawalpur district is 33491.28 hectares [46]. 

Assuming that one hectare produces one ton of byproducts, theoretically, a rough 

estimate of about 33491.28 metric tons of forest byproduct comes out from the forest 

annually.  

 In Kaski district, the total area of the community forest is 19336.6 hectares [47]. 

Assuming that one hectare produces one ton of byproducts during pruning, 

theoretically, a rough estimate of about 19336.6 tons of byproducts can be harvested 

from the forest annually.  
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 Likewise, the total community forest area in Tanahu district is 43183.21 hectares [47]. 

Theoretically, a rough estimate of about 43183.21 metric tons of byproduct can be 

harvested from the forest annually. 

4.3. Estimation of Invasive Plants Quantity  

4.3.1. Estimation of Invasive Plant in Nawalpur District 

After the questionnaire survey and interaction program with the forest user groups, forest 

officers, and local people, we came to know that an invasive plant named "Banmara" 

(Ageratina adenophora) is the widespread available plant in the community forest. A sample 

plot boundary of size 15 m × 15 m was fenced using rope, and the plants inside this boundary 

were cleared, and weight was measured. The weight varies depending upon the density of the 

plant per unit area, and their dryness condition. This data was to estimate the quantity of 

Banmara in the forest. Figure 5 shows the sample plot boundary in Namuna Community Forest. 

Table 3 below represents the estimated Banmara in each forest.  As shown in this table, the 

average quantity of Banmara in the community forest is 5.6 metric tons. In the entire district, 

the rough amount of Banmara could be about 185,380 metric tons. This is a very crude 

estimate because our figure is based on the limited number of samples.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17: A sample plot in Namuna Community Forest 
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Table 3:   Invasive byproducts from the community forest in Nawalpur district 

 
Community 

Forest 

 
Elevation 

(m) 

 
GPS Location  

Area        
( Hector) 

Annual 
Invasive Plants 

(Ton/year) 

    Latitude Longitude     

Nawa Durga 190 27°39' 26.2''N 84°08'10.3''E 151.41 1,141.26 

Bishnu Nagar 243 27°40' 24.7''N 84°08'22.9''E 260.3 815.597 

Namuna  130 27°37' 27.61''N 84°9'58.41''E 405 1,072.70 

Ghumauri 200 27°41'19.79''N 84°09'49.71''E 200.7 1,608.71 

Jai Shree 200 27°43'6.6''N 84°23'21.7''E 1500 10,000 

Average /Hectare         5.81 
 

4.3.2. Estimation of Invasive Plants in Kaski and Tanahu District 

After the interview with representatives of the community forest, we came to know that an 

invasive plant named Chromolaena odorata is the widespread available plant in Tanahu and 

Kaski district. Table 4 below represents the rough estimated invasive plants in each district.  As 

shown in this table, the average quantity of invasive plants in Tanahu and Kaski district is 4 and 

3.5 metric tons/hectare. This estimation is based on the interview with community forest 

representatives from Tanahu and Kaski districts.  

 

Table 4: Invasive byproducts from the community forest in Kaski and Tanahu districts 

District Total Community Forest 
Area (Hectare) 

Average Invasive 
Plants (Ton/Hectare) 

 Invasive Plants 
( Ton/year) 

Tanahu 42329.41 4 169317.64 

Kaski 19336.6 3.5 67678.1 

 

4.4. Estimation of Agricultural Residue  

Agricultural residues such as rice husks, corn stover, rice straw, and wheat straw can be used 

for the production of biochar. However, we found that the probability of using these materials 

for biochar production is almost nil. We visited some rice mills and sawmills during the field 

survey and found that rice husks and sawdust are being sold at NRs. 6/kg and they have 

competing use in society. Because of the competing application and high cost of these 

materials, they cannot be used for the production of biochar. Likewise, we found that corn 

stover, rice straw, and wheat straw are mostly used by farmers as fodder, and very less amount 
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is left for other purposes. Therefore, agricultural residues are not possible for commercial 

production of biochar. Table 5 shows the average selling price of rice husks and saw dust.  

Table 5: Average selling price of saw dust and rice husk 

Name of industries Types of raw 
materials 

Production (ton/day) Selling price ( 
NRs/kg) 

Gaidakot Saw Mill Bhus 0.5 5 to 6 

Jai shree fruits Prali Dhuto 8 – 10  33 

Bhus 25 – 35  6 

Saw Mill Bhus 30 – 40  5 to 6  
 

4.5. Summary of Estimated Feedstock Material  

Table 6 presents the theoretical estimated figure of forest byproducts and invasive plants as 

feedstock material. However, all of the forest byproducts will not be available for biochar 

production. Some materials will be used by forest user groups as fodder and for cooking, and 

some areas will not be accessible due to transportation problems.  A conservative figure of 

about 50% can be assumed to be available for biochar production.   

Table 6: Summary of feedstock material available for biochar production 

District Feedstock Source Theoretical Feedstock 
Production ( ton/year) 

Feedstock Available 
for biochar (ton/year) 

Nawalpur  Forest byproduct  33491.28 16745.64 

Invasive plants 185380.00 92690.00 

Tanahu Forest byproduct  43183.21 21591.61 

Invasive plants 169317.64 84658.82 

Kaski  Forest byproduct  19336.60 9668.30 

Invasive plants 67678.10 33839.05 

Total Feedstock for Biochar 518386.83 259193.415 
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5. STAKEHOLDERS’ VIEW ON PRODUCTION AND USE OF BIOCHAR 
 

This section presents the views, opinions, and perceptions of different stakeholders on the 

production and use of biochar. The awareness level of the potential benefits of biochar among 

the farmers is described. Likewise, the perception of the businessmen and industrialists 

regarding investment in the production of biochar is also described.   

 

5.1. Questionnaire Survey and Focused Group Discussion 

Questionnaires were distributed to the farmers and members of forest user groups to 

understand farmers’ perceptions about the use, and adoption of biochar. Altogether 82 

questionnaires were distributed within five community forest user groups.  The experts 

disseminated information about the objectives and benefits of the application of biochar in the 

Focused group discussion (FGD). The discussion programs were held to understand the 

opinions of participants, and their knowledge about the use and management of invasive 

plants. The questionnaires are provided in Appendix A. The output of the questionnaire survey 

is discussed in the following sections.  

 

5.1.1. Local Practice on Management of Invasive Plants 

The local participants were surveyed about the practice they are following to control invasive 

species in their community forest. The users use to clear invasive plants once a year. In 

Nawalpur district, 60% -70% of the respondents answered that they used to burn the invasive 

species, and the rest of respondents replied that they used to collect and leave them in the 

forest without doing anything. Figure 18 presents the respondents’ answers to our 

questionnaire from Nawa Durga1, Bishnu Nagar1, Namuna, Ghumauri, and Jaishree community 

forest user groups in Nawalpur district. Likewise, 20% of the respondents from Kaski district, 

and 40% of the respondents from Tanahu district answered that they used to burn invasive 

plants. About 40% of the respondents from both Kaski and Tanahu districts answered that they 

simply used to clear invasive plants.  

                                                   
1 In Nawa Durga and Bishnu Nagar community forest, bio-briquette companies use to cut and collect invasive 

plants from the forest and use them to prepare charcoal. According to the forest officer, each laborer earns NRs. 

400-500 per day. 
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(a)                                                          (b) 

    

                                    (c)                                                                                          (d)      

 

(e) 

Figure 18: Respondents from Users Group from Nawa Durga  (a), Bishnu Nagar  (b), 

Namuna  (c), Ghumauri  (d) and Jaishree  (e) Jaishree Community Forest 
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                                        (a)                                                                                              (b) 

Figure 19: Representatives members from (a) Tanahu, (b)  Kaski  districts 

 

5.1.2. Biochar Awareness Level  

One of the main aims of the questionnaire survey is to understand the awareness level of 

biochar among the stakeholders. This study suggests that the awareness level is very poor. In 

Nawalpur district, only about 22.68% of the respondents asserted to be familiar with biochar, 

and its potential benefits of using in the agriculture soil. In Tanahu and Kaski districts as well, 

only 20% of the respondents were found to be familiar with the biochar. The rest of the 

respondents were unaware of biochar. This information is very important in biochar marketing.  

We also asked the source of knowledge to those who had information about biochar and 

mentioned that the training provided by the Nepal Academy of Science and Technology 

informed them about the biochar. Table 7 presents the survey results of Nawalpur district.  

Likewise, Table 8 shows the interview results of Tanahu and Kaski districts. 

Table 7: People’s knowledge about biochar in Nawalpur district. 

 
Community Forest 

Percentage of respondent (%) 

(Yes) (No) 

Nawa Durga  35.29 64.71 

Bishnu Nagar  42.9 57.14 

Namuna  0 100 

Ghumauri  35 65 

Jaishree  0 100 

Average (%) 22.638 77.37 
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Table 8: People’s knowledge about biochar in Tanahu and Kaski districts 

 

District 

Percentage of respondent (%) 

(Yes) (No) 

Tanahu 20 80 

Kaski 20 80 

Average (%) 20 80 

 

5.1.3. Willingness Level to Use Biochar  

We also sought to understand the willingness and interest of people to use biochar. This 

information is useful in formulating the biochar policy, especially during the pricing of biochar. 

We found the mixed answer in the discussion and questionnaire survey. They are interested to 

use biochar but are worried about the price of it. We found that most of the people were 

interested and ready to apply biochar in their farm, provided that its price is same as or less 

than the price of chemical fertilizer. Figure 20 shows the response of the respondents from 

Nawalpur district about the use of biochar. Figure 21 presents the willingness level of 

respondents from Tanahu and Kaski districts to use biochar. 

 

    

                                     (a)                                                                           (b) 
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                                     (c)                                                                       (d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 20: Respondents from (a) Nawa Durga, (b) Bishnu Nagar (c) Namuna, (d) Ghumauri 

and (e) Jaishree Community Forest in Nawalpur district 

 

  

(a)                                                                                        (b) 

Figure 21: Representatives members from (a) Tanahu, (b) Kaski district 
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5.1.4. Investment Readiness on Biochar Production 

We conducted an interaction program with businesspeople and industrialist groups in Kawasoti 

Municipality and asked them to fill up the questionnaires.  We found that most of the 

participants are about unaware of biochar and its potential benefits. As far as investment is 

concerned, most of the participants in the interaction program expressed their concern about 

the uncertainty of the market, raw material, user readiness and lack of government policy 

about biochar. They expressed that they were ready to invest, provided that the government 

addresses their concern, which includes some financial support such as subsidy, loan at a low-

interest rate, tax rebate, and leasing land at a low rent. 

We also conducted a questionnaire survey with community forest user groups regarding their 

interest in establishing a biochar plant at the community level.  They provided a mixed answer. 

Table 9 presents the respondents’ answers from community forest user groups in Nawalpur 

district. Table 10 shows the respondents’ answers from community forest user groups in 

Tanahu and Kaski districts.  

Table 9: Interest of people in establishing biochar plant in Nawalpur district 

 
Community Forest 

Percentage of respondent (%) 

             Yes  No 

NawaDurga  100 0 

Bishnu Nagar  28.57 71.43 

Namuna  36.36 45.45 

Ghumauri  40 60 

Jaishree  100 0 

 

Table 10: Interest of people in establishing biochar plant in Tanahu and Kaski districts 

 

District 

Percentage of respondent (%) 

(Yes) (No) 

Tanahu 80 20 

Kaski 80 20 

Average (%) 80 20 
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5.1.5. Willingness in Selling Forest Residue to Biochar Producers 

One of the questions in our survey was whether the forest user groups are willing to sell the 

forest byproducts and invasive plants to biochar producers. They answered that they were 

interested in selling forest residue to the biochar producers. Table 11 presents the percentage 

of people willing to sell forest residue in Nawalpur district. All the respondents from all 

community forests showed their interest in selling the forest residue. They recommended to 

involve them directly or through community forest committee.  Table 12 shows the percentage 

of people willing to sell forest residue in Tanahu and Kaski districts. 

Table 11: Percentage of people willing to sell forest residue in Nawalpur district 

 
Community Forest 

Percentage of respondent (%) 

Yes No 

NawaDurga  100 0 

Bishnu Nagar  28.57 71.43 

Namuna  36.36 45.45 

Ghumauri  40 60 

Jaishree  100 0 

 

Table 12: Percentage of people willing to sell forest residue in Tanahu and Kaski districts 

 

District 

Percentage of respondent (%) 

(Yes) (No) 

Tanahu 100 0 

Kaski 100 0 

Average (%) 100 0 
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6. PROJECT FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 

This section presents a detailed financial analysis of the project. The initial investment and 

various operating costs are estimated to arrive at the Levelized cost of production (LCOP), net 

present value (NPV), payback period, internal rate of return (IRR), and minimum selling price 

(MSP). Finally, the profit and loss statement of the project is prepared.  Different scenarios are 

constructed, and their LCOP is compared.  

 

6.3. Project Capital Cost 

Section 4 has shown that an abundant amount of forest-based feedstock material is available 

for the production of biochar. In this study, as a case, a 1000 kg/hour semi-automatic 

production plant has been considered for the financial analysis. The project capital cost 

includes the initial cost of different hardware like pyrolysis plant, wood crusher, power 

weeding machine, pruning machine, weighing balance, packaging machine, and associated 

accessories necessary for the production of biochar. The project's physical contingencies are 

included in the total capital costs. Physical contingencies are assumed to be 10 % of the base 

costs. Table 13 shows the initial capital cost of the project, which totals NRs.30.547 million. 

Promoters contribute 30% this investment as equity, and the bank finances the remaining 

amount as debt at an 8.5% interest rate2.  

Table 13: Total project cost 

Cost Factors  Amount (रु) 

Planning & Design रु.412,902.00 

Land Acquisition Cost  रु.6,750,000.00 

Civil Construction Cost रु.15,000,000.00 

Machinery & Accessories Cost  रु.5,645,084.00 

Project Contingency रु.2,739,508.00 

Total रु.30,574,495.00 

 

Figure 22 shows the distribution of the total project cost. Of the total investment, 19 % will be 

used for the purchase of machinery and accessories such as pyrolysis plant, wood crusher, 

                                                   
2 The weighted average cost of capital (WACC) has been calculated to be 9.26%. Details of the calculation are 

given in Appendix A.1. 
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packaging machines. Likewise, 22% and 49% will be used for the purchase of land and 

construction of civil structures respectively. The remaining 10% (9%+1%) account for the 

project contingency prices and planning and design charges respectively. 

 

 

Figure 22: Project Capital Cost Distribution 

 
6.2. General Assumptions for the Financial Analysis  

The price of the feedstock material has a direct impact on the cost of biochar production. If the 

feedstock material is available at low or free of cost, the production cost can be minimized. In 

this study, we have analyzed two cases for the production of biochar:  

1. Case 1:  Feedstock is available at free of cost  

2. Case 2: Feedstock is purchased at minimum price of NRs. 0.5/kg.   

The following assumptions have been made in the financial analysis of the project. 

a) Biochar Plant Capacity: 1000 kg/hour of raw material. 

b) Plant Location: It has been assumed that the plant will be established somewhere in the 

middle of Nawalpur district so that the average distance from the plant site to the 

community forest will be 50 km. 

c) Feedstock Material: Forest residue and invasive plants 
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d) Moisture Content in Input Feedstock Material: Less than 20%, and therefore, a dryer is not 

considered. 

e) Biochar Output per hour: 1000 kg/hour feedstock will yield 30% of biochar or 300 kg/hour. 

f) Plant Operation Period: Throughout the year. 

g) Depreciation: Linear depreciation rate of 15% on the fixed asset 

h) Long Term Interest Rate: The long-term interest rate is assumed to be 8.5% per annum as 

per the general commercial bank interest rate.  

i) Income tax and Inflation Rate: The income tax is 20% per annum as per the private 

company act. A 4.64 % inflation rate is assumed [48]. 

j) Financing Mix: 30% of the total project cost is funded by promotor in the form of equity 

and 70% is funded by bank loan in the form of debt. 

k) Subsidy: No subsidy is provided by the government in the baseline analysis. 

l) Feedstock material cost: The cost of feedstock material is assumed to be NRs. 0.5/kg. 

m) Project Construction Period: 1 year 

n) Maintenance Cost: The maintenance cost of the plant is assumed to be 2% of the total 

machinery cost [49] 

o) Fixed Operating Cost: The fixed operating cost includes debt payment, insurance, 

remuneration, and rental charges. The insurance premium is fixed at 2% of the first-year 

cost valuation of the fixed asset. The annual remuneration accounts for the remuneration 

of two operators, one manager cum accountant, two guards, and six laborers for 13 

months.  

p) Variable Cost: The variable cost includes feedstock material, feedstock material 

transportation to plant site, collection of feedstock material, maintenance, energy, and 

packaging material.  

q) Transportation Cost: The transportation cost of feedstock material is assumed to be rupees 

10/ton/km.  

r) Plant Life: The plant life is assumed to be 20 years [50]. 

s) Land acquisition: At least 20 ropani land is required to build facilities, store biochar, dry, 

and store feedstock materials that is enough to operate the plant throughout a year. Out of 

this, 5 ropani is assumed to be acquired by investors at NRs. 1.35 million/ropani, and the 

remaining land is leased at NRs. 12000.00/ropani per annum.  
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t) Capacity Utilization: Capacity utilization of the plant is assumed to be 90%. 

u) Escalation Rate: 4.64% [51].  

v) Selling Price of Biochar: Selling price is assumed to be NRs. 20/kg of biochar for all the 

financial analysis. 

 

6.3. Calculation of Financial Indicators and Parameters 

6.3.1. Weighted Average Cost of Capital  

The weighted average cost of capital (WACC) is the firm’s average cost of various capital 

sources such as common stock, preferred stock, bonds, and any other long-term debt. It is the 

average rate a company expects to pay to finance its assets.  Since a firm’s financing is largely 

classified into debt and equity, WACC is the average cost of raising that money, which is 

calculated in proportion to each of these sources. Mathematically, WACC is represented by 

equation (1): 

                    …………………………...(1)  
 

Where, 

Re  = Expected rate of return on equity 

i = Interest rate on loan 
 

WACC of the project is calculated to be 9.26% and 7.3% at 8.5% and 5% rate of interest 

respectively and is given in Appendix B.1.  

 
6.3.2. Levelized Cost of Production (LCOP) 

The LCOP is equal to the lifecycle cost divided by lifetime production. If the per kg price of 

biochar equals the levelized average lifetime production cost of biochar, an investor will 

precisely break even on an investment project. Mathematically, LCOE is defined by equation (2) 

[ 52]: 

 

                                             …………………………………...…(2) 
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Where,  
t = Particular year  

T  = Life of the project 

PB         = Constant price of biochar (रु./kg) 

Qt = Amount of biochar production in year t  

i = Discount Rate or WACC 

It = Investment cost in year t which includes initial investment, interest &      

principal payment, administration cost, taxes etc.  

Ot & Mt = Operation and maintenance cost in year t  

Ft = Fuel cost in year t  

Dt = Decommissioning cost in year t  

 

The comparison of the LCOP of biochar with the retail selling price of chemical fertilizers 

provides an idea about range of biochar price that can be set to sell the product in the market. 

Table 14 presents the comparison of LCOP of biochar production at business as usual scenario 

with the price of chemical fertilizers in Nepal.  

Table 14: Comparison of price of different chemical fertilizer with LCOP of biochar [53] 

S.N. Name of Fertilizers  Price  Remarks  

1  LCOP of Biochar  रु.28.02  

2 Urea  रु.12.00 Selling Price  

3 DAP रु.45.00 Selling Price  

4 Potassium  रु.31.50 Selling Price  

 

6.3.3. Calculation of Financial Indicators 

Net Present Value (NPV) 

The net present value (NPV) is the difference between the present value of cash inflows and 

the present value of cash outflows over a period of time. NPV is used in investment planning to 

analyze the profitability of a project. A positive NPV shows the present value of projected 

revenue generated by a project exceeds the present value of the anticipated costs of the 

project. Therefore, a project with a positive NPV will be profitable for the investment.  

Mathematically, NPV is represented by equation (3):  
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                                                                       ………………………………………………….. (3) 

Where,  
Ct  = Net cash flow (cash inflow – cash outflow) in time t  

i = Discount rate or WACC 

t  = Time period in year 

T  = Project life in year 

 

Internal rate of return (IRR)  

The internal rate of return (IRR) is a discount rate at which the NPV of all cash flows from a 

particular project equals to zero. It is used to estimate the profitability of potential 

investments. If the IRR of the project is greater than WACC, the project is desirable to 

undertake for investment. Mathematically, IRR is represented by the following equation (4): 

                                                                 …………………………………………….(4)  

Where,  

Ct  =   Net cash flow (cash inflow - cash outflow) in time t  

C0 =   Total initial investment  

i =   Internal Rate of Return (IRR)  

t  =   Time period in year 

T  =   Project life in year 

 
Payback Period  

The payback period is the amount of time required to recover the cost of an initial investment.  

An investment with a shorter payback period is preferred.  Mathematically, the payback period 

is calculated by dividing the initial investment by the annual net cash flows. But this simple 

payback period does not take into account the time value of money. Therefore, the discounted 

payback period is more popular.  
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Minimum Selling Price (MSP) 

The minimum selling price (MSP) is a price at which the NPV of the project cash flows becomes 

zero. At this price, a project will be able to meet its expenditures, including initial investment 

over the life of the project. The minimum selling price (MSP) is calculated using the Excel Solver 

function. Mathematically, it is represented by equation (5).  

          

                                                                     ....................................................  (5) 

Where,  

 t  = Particular year  

 T  = Project life in year  

 Qt  = Quantity of biomass produced in year t  

 Pmin = Minimum selling price of biochar (NRs./kg)  

 i  = Discount Rate or WACC 

 r = Price escalation rate  

 Ct  = Net cash flow  

 
6.4. Financial Evaluation  

6.4.1. Case 1: Without Feedstock Material Cost 

In this case, it has been assumed that the feedstock material is available at free of cost. 

6.4.1.1.  Scenario Analysis 

The financial scenario analysis helps to understand viability of various financial models and 

select the viable model to finance the project. Three scenarios are considered for financial 

evaluation. In each scenario, LCOP, NPV, IRR, Payback period, MSP are calculated.  

 Business as Usual Scenario (BAU) 

 Subsidy Policy Scenario ( SPC) 

 Low Interest Rate plus Free Land Leasing Policy Scenario( LIR+FLL) 

 Mix Policy Scenario (MPS) 
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6.4.1.2. Business as Usual Scenario (BAU) 

Business as Usual (BAU) refers to the ongoing situation without any intervention to the system. 

Table 15 presents a summary of the financial indicator of the project in this scenario. The 

scenario result shows that this project is not financially profitable as the return from the 

project is not attractive. Although NPV is positive, IRR is smaller than the value of WACC, and 

the payback period is very long. The details of the financial analysis is provided in Appendix C. 

Table 16 shows the projected income statement of the project. The detailed income projection 

is given in Appendix C (Table C.4). 

Table 15: Summary of financial indicators in BAU Scenario (Case 1) 

Financial Indicators  Value  

LCOP (रु./kg) 28.02 

NPV (रु.’000) 1239.318 

IRR (%) 8.8 % < WACC (9.26%) 

Payback Period (Year) 19.32 years 

MSP (रु./kg) 19.85 

 

Table 16: Projected income statement (रु. ’000) in BAU Scenario (Case 1) 

                 Particulars 
Years 

1 4 8 12 16 20 

Sales Revenue रु 12,960 रु 14,849 रु 17,803 रु 21,344 रु 25,590 रु 30,680 

       Less: Operating Expenses  रु 5,461 रु 6,257 रु 7,502 रु 8,994 रु 10,783 रु 12,928 

Gross Profit रु 7,499 रु 8,592 रु 10,301 रु 12,350 रु 14,807 रु 17,752 

       Less: Overhead  रु 6,854 रु 7,408 रु 5,219 रु 6,257 रु 7,502 रु 8,994 

Profit Before Interest &Tax  रु 645 रु 1,184 रु 5,082 रु 6,093 रु 7,305 रु 8,758 

       Less: Interest रु 1,818 रु 1,039 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 

Profit Before Tax (PBT) -रु 1,173 रु 146 रु 5,082 रु 6,093 रु 7,305 रु 8,758 

       Less: Tax -रु 235 रु 29 रु 1,016 रु 1,219 रु 1,461 रु 1,752 

Net Profit  -रु 938 रु 116 रु 4,066 रु 4,874 रु 5,844 रु 7,007 

 
 

6.4.1.3. Subsidy Policy Scenario (SPC) 

In this scenario, it was assumed that the government provides subsidies to the producer on the 

cost of production to incentivize them and make the project profitable and more attractive.  

NR’3 per kg will be provided as a subsidy on production cost for six years. The details of the 

financial analysis of this policy are provided in Appendix D. The financial indicators of this policy 
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scenario are presented in Table 17. As indicated in this table, the subsidy has improved the 

NPV, IRR, Payback Period, and MSP of the project. IRR has become higher than the value of 

WACC, and the payback period has decreased from 19.32 years in the BAU scenario to 14.89 

years.  Therefore, this policy may attract potential investors to undertake this project. Table 18 

presents the projected income statement for specific years and shows the improvement in the 

income statement with respect to the BAU scenario income statement. The investor will be 

able to make the profit right from the beginning of the operation of the plant. The detailed 

projection is provided in Appendix D (Table D.2). 

Table 17: Summary of financial indicators in Subsidy Policy (Case 1) 

Particulars Value  

LCOP ( रु./kg) 28.02 

NPV (रु.’000) 10091.491 

IRR (%) 11.4 > WACC (9.26 %) 

Payback Period (Years) 14.89 

MSP (रु./kg) 18.83 

 

Table 18: Projected income statement in Subsidy Policy Scenario (रु. ’000) (Case1) 

Particulars Years 

1 4 8 12 16 20 

Sales Revenue रु 14,904 रु 16,793 रु 17,803 रु 21,344 रु 25,590 रु 30,680 

       Less: Operating Expenses  रु 6,280 रु 7,196 रु 8,627 रु 10,343 रु 12,401 रु 14,867 

Gross Profit रु 8,624 रु 9,597 रु 9,176 रु 11,001 रु 13,189 रु 15,813 

       Less: Overhead  रु 6,035 रु 6,469 रु 4,094 रु 4,908 रु 5,884 रु 7,055 

Profit Before Interest &Tax  रु 2,589 रु 3,128 रु 5,082 रु 6,093 रु 7,305 रु 8,758 

       Less: Interest रु 1,818 रु 1,039 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 

Profit Before Tax (PBT) रु 771 रु 2,090 रु 5,082 रु 6,093 रु 7,305 रु 8,758 

       Less: Tax रु 116 रु 313 रु 762 रु 914 रु 1,096 रु 1,314 

Net Profit  रु 656 रु 1,776 रु 4,320 रु 5,179 रु 6,209 रु 7,444 

 
 

6.4.1.4. Low Interest Rate plus Leasing Land Policy Scenario (LIR+LL) 

In this scenario, it was assumed that the government provides loan to investors at a low bank 

interest rate and grants the required land at minimum rent for the entire life of the project. 

Bank interest rate of 5% and annual land lease rent of NRs.12000.00/ropani were assumed in 

this scenario.  The detailed financial analysis of this scenario is presented in Appendix E. Table 
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19 shows the key financial indicators of this scenario. We can see the improvements in the 

profitability of the project compared with Subsidy policy scenario. LCOP has decreased from 

NRs’28.02/kg in Subsidy policy scenario to NRs’ 25.51/kg in this scenario. IRR has increased, 

and the payback period has shortened compared with the Subsidy policy scenario. Table 20 

shows the projected income statement for specific years. The detailed projection is given in 

Appendix E (Table E.2). 

Table 19: Summary of financial indicators in LIR+LL Scenario (Case 1) 

Particulars Value  

LCOP ( रु./kg) 25.51 

NPV (रु.’000) 33010.353 

IRR (%) 13.55 > WACC (9.26) 

Payback Period (Years) 10.7 

MSP (रु./kg) 17.23 

 

Table 20: Projected income statement in LIR+LL Policy Scenario (रु. ’000) (Case 1) 

Particulars Years 

1 4 8 12 16 20 

Sales Revenue रु 12,960 रु 14,849 रु 17,803 रु 21,344 रु 25,590 रु 30,680 

       Less: Operating Expenses  रु 6,280 रु 7,196 रु 8,627 रु 10,343 रु 12,401 रु 14,867 

Gross Profit रु 6,680 रु 7,653 रु 9,176 रु 11,001 रु 13,189 रु 15,813 

       Less: Overhead  रु 5,352 रु 5,796 रु 4,176 रु 5,007 रु 6,003 रु 7,197 

Profit Before Interest &Tax  रु 1,327 रु 1,858 रु 5,000 रु 5,994 रु 7,187 रु 8,616 

       Less: Interest रु 809 रु 462 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 

Profit Before Tax (PBT) रु 518 रु 1,395 रु 5,000 रु 5,994 रु 7,187 रु 8,616 

       Less: Tax रु 104 रु 279 रु 1,000 रु 1,199 रु 1,437 रु 1,723 

Net Profit  रु 414 रु 1,116 रु 4,000 रु 4,795 रु 5,749 रु 6,893 

 

6.4.1.5. Mix Policy Scenario  

In this scenario, more than one policy is employed to reduce the cost of production and make 

the project financially more profitable to potential investors. The government provides a 

subsidy of NRs. 3 per kg of biochar for six years, provides a loan at a 5% rate of interest, and 

grants the required land at NRs.12000.00 per year per ropani. The detailed financial analysis of 

this scenario is presented in Appendix F. Table 21 presents a summary of key financial 

indicators of this policy. The payback period is the shortest, NPV and IRR are the highest in this 
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scenario. Therefore, the project is very attractive in this scenario. Table 22 shows the projected 

income statement for specific years. The detailed statement is provided in Appendix F (Table 

F.2). 

Table 21: Key financial indicators in Mix Scenario (Case 1) 

Particulars Value  

LCOP ( रु./kg) 25.51 

NPV (रु.’000) 42877.498 

IRR (%) 17.67 > WACC (9.26) 

Payback Period (Years) 8.84 

MSP (रु./kg) 16.41 

 

Table 22: Projected income statement in Mix Policy Scenario (रु. ’000) (Case 1) 

Particulars 
Years 

1 4 8 12 16 20 

Sales Revenue रु 14,904 रु 16,793 रु 17,803 रु 21,344 रु 25,590 रु 30,680 

       Less: Operating Expenses  रु 6,280 रु 7,196 रु 8,627 रु 10,343 रु 12,401 रु 14,867 

Gross Profit रु 8,624 रु 9,597 रु 9,176 रु 11,001 रु 13,189 रु 15,813 

       Less: Overhead  रु 5,352 रु 5,754 रु 4,071 रु 4,824 रु 5,728 रु 6,811 

Profit Before Interest &Tax  रु 3,271 रु 3,843 रु 5,105 रु 6,177 रु 7,462 रु 9,002 

       Less: Interest रु 809 रु 462 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 

Profit Before Tax (PBT) रु 2,462 रु 3,381 रु 5,105 रु 6,177 रु 7,462 रु 9,002 

       Less: Tax रु 492 रु 676 रु 1,021 रु 1,235 रु 1,492 रु 1,800 

Net Profit  रु 1,970 रु 2,704 रु 4,084 रु 4,941 रु 5,969 रु 7,202 

 

6.4.1.6. Comparison of Policy Scenario 

Table 23 shows the comparison of key financial indicators of different scenarios considered in 

this study. As shown in this table, indicators have improved respectively while moving from 

BAU, Subsidy, LIR+LL to Mix policy scenario. The value of NPV and IRR have improved in 

Subsidy policy in comparison with the values in the BAU scenario. Likewise, the LIR+LL policy 

has improved the value of NPV, IRR, and payback period as compared with the Subsidy Policy 

Scenario. However, the payback period is still longer in this scenario to be considered attractive 

to potential investors. The payback period is the shortest (8.84 years), and IRR is the highest 

(17.67%) in the Mix policy scenario. Besides, NPV is the highest, and MSP is the lowest.  The 

key financial indicators of these four scenarios suggest that a policy will be effective only when  
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the government mixes more than one financial incentive.  

Table 23: Comparison of key financial indicators in different scenarios (Case 1) 

Financial Indicators BAU Subsidy LIR+LL  Mix  

LCOP ( रु./kg) 28.02 28.02 25.51 25.51 

NPV (रु.’000) 1239.318 10091.491 33010.353 42877.498 

IRR (%) 8.8 < WACC 11.4 > WACC 13.55 >WACC 17.67 >WACC 

Payback Period (Years) 19.32 14.89 10.7 8.84 

Minimum Selling Price (रु./kg) 19.85 18.83 17.23 16.41 

 

6.4.2. Case 2: With Feedstock Material Cost 

In this case, it has been assumed that the feedstock material is purchased at 50 paisa per kg.  

 

6.4.2.1. Business as Usual Scenario (BAU) 

Table 24 presents a summary of the key financial indicator of the project at the BAU scenario in 

case 2. NPV is negative, and IRR is far below the value of WACC. The payback period is higher 

than the project life. Therefore, this project is not financially viable for investment. The details 

of the financial analysis are provided in Appendix G (Table G.1). Table 25 shows the projected 

income statement of the project. The detailed income projection is given in Appendix G (Table 

G.2). 

Table 24: Key financial indicators in BAU Scenario (Case 2) 

Financial Indicators  Value  

LCOP (रु./kg) 32.89 

NPV (रु.’000) (28,612.677) 

IRR (%) -0.6 % < WACC (9.26%) 

Payback Period (Year) 55.38 

MSP (रु./kg) 23.30 

 
 

Table 25: Projected income statement in BAU Scenario (रु. ’000) (Case 2) 

Particulars 
Year 

1 4 8 12 16 20 

Sales Revenue रु 12,960 रु 13,561 रु 14,191 रु 14,849 रु 15,538 रु 16,259 

       Less: Operating Expenses  रु 7,405 रु 7,749 रु 8,108 रु 8,484 रु 8,878 रु 9,290 

Gross Profit रु 5,555 रु 5,813 रु 6,082 रु 6,365 रु 6,660 रु 6,969 
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       Less: Overhead  रु 7,146 रु 7,335 रु 7,534 रु 7,742 रु 7,959 रु 8,187 

Profit Before Interest &Tax -रु 1,591 -रु 1,523 -रु 1,452 -रु 1,377 -रु 1,299 -रु 1,218 

       Less: Interest रु 1,818 रु 1,558 रु 1,298 रु 1,039 रु 779 रु 519 

Profit Before Tax (PBT) -रु 3,408 -रु 3,081 -रु 2,750 -रु 2,416 -रु 2,078 -रु 1,737 

       Less: Tax -रु 682 -रु 616 -रु 550 -रु 483 -रु 416 -रु 347 

Net Profit  -रु 2,727 -रु 2,465 -रु 2,200 -रु 1,933 -रु 1,663 -रु 1,390 

 

6.4.2.2. Subsidy Policy Scenario (SPS) 

In this scenario, we assumed that the government provides a subsidy of NRs.3/kg of biochar to 

the producers for six years to incentivize them and make the project profitable.  Table 26 

shows the financial indicators of this scenario. This table shows that the subsidy has slightly 

improved the value of NPV, IRR, and Payback Period of the project in comparison with those 

values in the BAU scenario. However, NPV is still negative, IRR is lower than WACC, and the 

payback period is still very long. Therefore, it is unlikely that this policy will attract potential 

investors to undertake this project. The details of the financial analysis are provided in 

Appendix H. Table 27 presents the projected income statement of the project for specific years. 

The investor will be able to make some profit right from the beginning of the operation of the 

plant. The detailed projection is provided in Appendix H (Table H.2). 

Table 26: Key financial indicators in Subsidy Policy Scenario (Case 2) 

Financial Indicators  Value  

LCOP ( रु./kg) रु.32.89 

NPV (रु.’000) ( रु.19760.504) 

IRR (%) 1.5 % < WACC (9.26%) 

Payback Period (Years) 44.44 

Minimum Selling Price (रु./kg) 22.28 

 

Table 27: Projected income statement of project in Subsidy Policy Scenario (Case 2) 

Particulars Year 

1 4 8 12 16 20 

Sales Revenue रु 14,904 रु 14,849 रु 17,803 रु 21,344 रु 25,590 रु 30,680 

     Less: Operating Expenses  रु 8,516 रु 8,484 रु 10,172 रु 12,196 रु 14,622 रु 17,530 

Gross Profit रु 6,388 रु 6,365 रु 7,631 रु 9,149 रु 10,968 रु 13,150 

       Less: Overhead  रु 6,035 रु 7,742 रु 5,620 रु 6,737 रु 8,078 रु 9,685 

Profit Before Interest &Tax रु 353 -रु 1,377 रु 2,011 रु 2,411 रु 2,891 रु 3,466 
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       Less: Interest रु 1,818 रु 1,039 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 

Profit Before Tax (PBT) -रु 1,464 -रु 2,416 रु 2,011 रु 2,411 रु 2,891 रु 3,466 

       Less: Tax -रु 220 -रु 483 रु 402 रु 482 रु 578 रु 693 

Net Profit  -रु 1,245 -रु 1,933 रु 1,609 रु 1,929 रु 2,313 रु 2,773 

 

6.4.2.3. Low Interest Rate plus Leasing Land Policy Scenario (LIR + LL)  

In this scenario, it has been assumed that the government provides loans to investors at an 

interest rate of 5%, and leases the required land at minimum rent of NRs. 12,000.00/ropani. 

Table 28 presents the key financial indicators of the project in this scenario. There is little 

improvement in the profitability of the project, which is not enough to attract potential 

investors. The detailed financial analysis is provided in Appendix I. Table 29 shows the 

projected income statement of the project for specific years.  The detailed income statement is 

given in Appendix I (Table I.2). 

 
Table 28: Key financial indicators in LIR+ LL Scenario (Case 2) 

Financial Indicators  Value  

LCOP ( रु./kg) रु.30.61 

NPV (रु.’000) (रु.8213.641) 

IRR (%) 2.37% <WACC (9.26%) 

Payback Period (Years) 25.46 

Minimum Selling Price (रु./kg) 20.68 

 

Table 29: Projected income statement of the project in LIR+LL Scenario (रु’ 000) (Case 2) 

Particulars 
Year 

1 4 8 12 16 20 

Sales Revenue रु 12,960 रु 14,849 रु 17,803 रु 21,344 रु 25,590 रु 30,680 

     Less: Operating Expenses  रु 8,516 रु 9,757 रु 11,698 रु 14,025 रु 16,815 रु 20,160 

Gross Profit रु 4,444 रु 5,092 रु 6,105 रु 7,319 रु 8,775 रु 10,521 

      Less: Overhead  रु 5,352 रु 5,796 रु 4,176 रु 5,007 रु 6,003 रु 7,197 

Profit Before Interest &Tax -रु 908 -रु 704 रु 1,929 रु 2,312 रु 2,772 रु 3,324 

       Less: Interest रु 809 रु 462 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 

Profit Before Tax (PBT) -रु 1,718 -रु 1,166 रु 1,929 रु 2,312 रु 2,772 रु 3,324 

       Less: Tax -रु 344 -रु 233 रु 386 रु 462 रु 554 रु 665 

Net Profit  -रु 1,374 -रु 933 रु 1,543 रु 1,850 रु 2,218 रु 2,659 
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6.4.2.4. Mix Policy Scenario (MPS) 

In this scenario, more than one approach will be employed to reduce the cost of production 

and make the project financially more lucrative to potential investors. The government 

provides a subsidy of NRs. 3 per kg of biochar for a period of six years, provides a loan at a 5% 

rate of interest and leases the required land at NRs. 12000.00/ ropani per annum. Table 30 

shows a summary of the key financial indicators. Although NPV, IRR, and the payback period 

have significantly improved in comparison with the other scenarios, the IRR is still lower than 

the value of WACC, and the payback period is still longer. Therefore, this project is not 

financially attractive to potential investors. Hence, the sensitivity analysis was done to know 

how the subsidy amount affects the key financial indicators. 

Table 30: Key financial indicators in Mix Policy Scenario (Case 2) 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 23 shows the results of the sensitivity analysis. This figure shows that the subsidy below 

NRs’6/kg yields the value of IRR smaller than the value of the WACC. Therefore, the minimum 

amount of the subsidy should be NRs’6/kg of biochar. If the subsidy increases to NRs’6/kg, the 

payback period will decrease to 12.43 years, and IRR will increase to 9.98%.  

 

 

Figure 23: Sensitivity analysis of subsidy amount on IRR and Payback Period 

Financial Indicators  Value  

LCOP ( रु./kg) रु.30.61 

NPV (रु.’000) रु.1653.505 

IRR (%) 5.61% < WACC (12.54%)  

Payback Period (Years) 18.9 

Minimum Selling Price (रु./kg) 19.86 
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Table 31 shows how the change in the value subsidy amount affects the value of IRR, payback 

period, and NPV.   

Table 31: Sensitivity analysis of subsidy amount on IRR, Payback period and NPV 

Subsidy Amount    

( रु./kg of biochar ) 
IRR (%)  Payback Period  

(Years) 
WACC (%) NPV 

(रु.'000) 

3 5.61 18.9 9.26 1653.505 

4 6.92 16.73 9.26 4942.553 

5 8.37 14.57 9.26 8231.602 

6 9.98 12.43 9.26 11520.65 

7 11.76 10.3 9.26 14809.699 

8 13.71 8.19 9.26 18098.747 

9 15.85 5.6 9.26 21387.795 

10 18.17 4.91 9.26 24676.844 

11 20.65 4.37 9.26 27965.892 
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7. BUSINESS MODEL 

This section explains the different possible business models to invest on biochar production 

project.  

7.1. Business Model 

A business model is an abstract representation of an organization in terms of conceptual or 

textual or graphical with all interrelated architectural, co-operational and financial 

arrangement to achieve its strategic goals and objectives by offering its core products and/or 

services or values to the customers [54, 55]. A business model shows how an organization 

creates, delivers, and captures values in an economic, social, and cultural context.  

As far as biochar production is concerned, the business model is a strategic tool to establish a 

production plant in an economical and environment friendly way. Constructing a business 

model is a part of business development and business strategy. Business model construction 

requires the consideration of several components, such as the value proposition of a company, 

target customer segments, distribution channels, customer relationships, cost structure, 

revenue generation, and competitors. The most important part of a business model is that it 

should be able to attract new investment options for private and institutional investors [56]. 

The most appropriate business model for a given project will depend upon the local conditions, 

financial and regulatory environment, and institutional framework and support mechanisms 

[57]. This business model is affected by technology and government policy and regulations. 

Government regulations should be conducive to promote and foster the investors. If the 

government regulations do not keep pace with the need of customers and producers, the 

system will work inefficiently and discourage the innovations to fulfill the stakeholders’ needs. 

Therefore, while formulating a business model for new innovative concepts, the government 

regulatory framework needs to be considered and analyzed if any reform is necessary for the 

existing rules and regulations.  

In this study, four possible business models are proposed with various investment options that 

induce potential investors, minimize risks, and cost of production of biochar. Each business 

model comprises all the necessary business attributes and concerned stakeholders. 

a) Private Ownership Model 

b) User Cooperative Model 
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c) User Cooperative-Private Model 

d) Public Private Partnership Model 

 

7.2. Private Company Ownership Model 

In this model, a private company gets permission from the regulatory body to establish a 

biochar production plant. With permission, the company invests in the project to purchase 

land, machinery, and construction. The company borrows from the bank to finance the project. 

The company sells the biochar to the end-users to meet fixed & operating expenses. For the 

repair and maintenance of the plant, the company signs an annual maintenance contract 

(AMC) with a company specialized in repair and maintenance works. Figure 24 shows the 

schematic diagram of a private company owned business model. In this model, all the risks are 

borne by the company. However, as this is a new kind of business, it involves a lot of 

uncertainties about the market, raw material, and revenue. Therefore, it is unlikely that private 

investors will invest in this business unless the government provides some financial support, 

guarantees the availability of raw material and selling price to generate enough revenue to 

meet the cost and return on investment. 

7.3. User Cooperative Model 

In this model, some community forest user groups form a cooperative organization and apply 

for permission at the regulatory body to establish a sizable biochar plant.  Then the cooperative 

invests in building a biochar plant. The cooperative owns and operates the plant. This model 

reduces the risks level as each cooperative member shares investment. If necessary, the 

cooperative borrows the required amount from financial institutions. In this model, each user 

shares investment and risk. They can use raw materials from their forests free of costs. The 

price of the biochar can bet set to meet the fixed and operating expenses. One of the 

advantages of this model over the private ownership model is that feedstock materials are 

available free cost from their forests, which reduces the cost of production. However, this may 

not be the case in the private ownership model. The government should provide them some 

financial incentives such as subsidy on capital investment, low bank interest rate, exemption of 

tax to encourage them to establish a biochar plant. Figure 25 shows the schematic diagram of 

this business model. 
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AMC = Annual Maintenance Contract 

Figure 24: Private Company Ownership Business Model 

 

7.4. User Cooperative plus Private Company Business Model 

In this model, the community forest user groups form a cooperative and agree with the private 

investors to work together to establish a biochar plant. This model has advantages over the 

previous two models because this model shares the risks among several investors and also the 

guarantees the availability of feedstock materials free of cost from the forest, which ultimately 

reduces the cost of production.  With the license from the regulatory body, the cooperative 

seeks a suitable private company to invest in the project. The cooperative finances partly, and 

partly by the private company. Thus, two parties share the risk. The private company manages 

and operates the plant. The price of the biochar can be set to meet the fixed and operating 

expenses, and return for the private company. The government needs to provide them some 

financial incentives such as subsidy on capital investment, low bank interest rate, exemption of 

tax to encourage them to own and operate a plant. Figure 26 presents the schematic diagram 

of this business model. 
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Figure 25: User cooperative Business Model 

 

 

Figure 26 : User cooperative plus Private Company Business Model  
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7.5. Public Private  Partnership Business Model 

In this model, the government builds up the biochar plant and facilities, and leases out it to the 

private party for a certain period. After some years later, when the private party gets enough 

experience in operating the business, the government sells out the plant to them.  In this 

model, the private party does not have to make any capital investment and therefore reduces 

the risks to them. As biochar production is a new business in Nepal, uncertainties exist about 

raw materials, market, and government policy. In this context, this model can be instrumental 

in attracting private investors in the biochar business. In this model, the government only 

regulates the private party in the pricing of the product.  Figure 27 shows the schematic 

diagram of this model. 

 

Figure 27: Public Private Business Model 
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8. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

This section presents the conclusion of the study and recommendation for future work. 

Conclusion 

This study was carried out to generate baseline data regarding the production of biochar in 

Gandaki Province, was focused on three districts namely Nawalpur, Tanahu, and Kaski to 

estimate the quantity of forest-based raw material, analyze the financial cost of the 

commercial production of biochar, and understand the biochar market and investment 

readiness of business communities.  The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:  

1. This study shows that there are enough feedstock materials for the production of 

biochar at a commercial level. The theoretical estimated quantity of feedstock material 

per year is 518.38 thousand tons. Out of which 422.375 thousand tons comes from 

invasive plants like banmara, and 96.01 thousand tons comes from forest byproducts 

mainly from community-managed forests. Considering the probability of access to the 

forest areas, and other competing applications of these materials, a conservative 

estimate of 50% of this theoretical quantity could be assumed to be available for 

biochar production.  

2. The questionnaire survey and interaction program conducted amongst the farmers and 

community forest user groups shows that most of the people are not aware of biochar. 

On average, only 20% of the surveyed people are aware of biochar. Furthermore, the 

survey result reveals the practice being made by local people for management of 

invasive plants.  About 40 to 45% of people use to burn the invasive plants, and 45% to 

50% of people use to clear the plants. People do not use invasive plants for any 

productive purposes.  Interestingly, the survey shows that farmers are interested in 

using biochar, but they are concerned about its price. About 20% of respondents 

answered that they would use biochar only when its price is the same as the price of 

chemical fertilizer, and remaining 80% respondents answered that they would use it 

only when its price is lower than that of chemical fertilizer. 

3. The questionnaire survey and interaction program conducted with business 

communities and industrialists show that they are interested in investing in biochar 

business. However, they are concerned about market uncertainty, the uncertainty of 
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the availability of raw materials, the level of investment required, user readiness, and 

lack of government policy about biochar. The respondents answered that they would 

invest in biochar business provided that the government brings clear biochar policy, 

which reduces market and raw material uncertainty, and provides some financial 

incentives. 

4. This study shows that one ton per hour capacity of biochar plant requires NRs.30.574 

million investment. Out of this, plant and machinery require 19 %, acquisition of land 

needs 22%, and civil construction requires 49%. The remaining 10% accounts for the 

project contingency and planning and design charges. 

5. Two cases (with and without raw material cost) were considered for financial analysis.  

In each case, four scenarios were analyzed, and key financial indicators calculated. The 

financial analysis shows that the production of biochar is not financially viable project, 

even when raw material is available free of cost.  However, the financial incentives such 

as subsidy on production cost, loans at a low-interest rate, and leasing land at minimum 

rent can make this project financially viable.  

6. When the raw material is available free of cost, a subsidy of NRs’3 per kg on production 

cost will make the project profitable but does not make it financially attractive to 

potential investors. However, if the mixed financial policy consisting of a subsidy of NRs’ 

3 per kg on production, loan at 5% rate of interest, and leasing land at NRs’12000.00 

per year per ropani is implemented, this project will be attractive to potential investors. 

When the raw material is purchased at NRs’0.5 per kg, a mixed financial policy 

consisting of minimum subsidy of NRs’6 per kg for six years along with the loan at 5% 

interest rate, and leasing land at NRs’12000.00 per year per ropani will make this 

project financially attractive and profitable to potential investors. 

7. Financial analysis shows that the LCOP of biochar is NRs’26.03 per kg if the raw material 

is available free of cost. This can be reduced to NRs’24.36 if the government provides 

loan at a 5% rate of interest, and leases land at NRs’12000.00 per year per ropani. 

However, if the raw material is purchased at NRs’0.5 /kg, the value of LCOP increases to 

NRs’30.9. This value can be reduced to NRs’29.5/kg if government provides loan at a 5% 

rate of interest, and leases land at NRs’12000.00 per year per ropani. 
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8. Out of the four business models proposed, the User cooperative -private model and 

Public-private partnership model seems most appropriate in biochar business. These 

models minimize risks and share investment. 

 

Policy Recommendation 

The following policy recommendation is provided: 

1. Firstly, it is required to formulate a comprehensive biochar policy to encourage farmers 

to use biochar and investors to engage in biochar business. This policy helps reduce 

market and raw material uncertainty and other policy-related risks to investors. 

2. As only a small fraction of people are aware of biochar and its advantages, the 

government is required to create awareness among farmers, which encourages the use 

of biochar and helps create a biochar market.   

3. Biochar policy should include the subsidy and other financial incentives to encourage 

the investors to engage in biochar business for a limited period of time to cover the part 

of production cost. 

4. Biodiesel is a co-product during the production of biochar. Therefore, the biofuel should 

be incorporated with the biochar policy. 
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APPENDIX A: Survey Questionnaire 

Questionnaire for Key informants (Community leader, Farmers, Community forest leader, 

household member) 

1. General Information 

Name:        GPS: 

Age:       Gender:    

Occupation:      Family Size: Male___ Female__ 

Address:                                                            Education: 

2. What are the management activities that you have done for invasive plants in your 

community forest? 

a) Burning  b)  Cutting  c)  Biochar preparation  d) Animals feed e) 

Others 

3) How the urine from the cattle in your community is used? 

a) Mixing with dung for compost  b) Selling  c) Collection 

 d)Mixing with biochar     e)  Direct use in farm land  f) Not in use 

4) How the dung has been used in your community? 

a) Used in agricultural as compost  b) Selling  c) Used as fuel for coking 

after drying  d) Biogas plant  e) Pellets  f) Other specify….. 

5) How your community member manage agricultural residue? 

a) Burning  b) Compost manure  c) Livestock feeding  d) Selling (drying)      

e)    Other specify….…. 

6) How much do your community member’s spend in buying chemical fertilizers or other 

fertilizers in one year? 

……………………. 

7) Have you heard about biochar? 

a) Yes   b)  No 

If Yes, 

8) How do you know? 

……………………………………………………………. 

9) Do you want to use biochar? 

a) Yes        b) No 
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10) Are you interested in using biochar in your agricultural land 

a) Yes   b) No 

11) How you would be interested in investing in biochar? 

a) amount equals to chemical fertilizer b) amounts equals to organic fertilizer c) amounts 

less than chemical fertilizer 

12. Are you interested in opening biochar producing industries through local committee? 

 a) Yes                        b) No 

13. Are you interested in selling forest residue to biochar producing industries? 

a) Yes           b) No 

14. Is there any rule of community forest for cutting invasive plants? 

a) Yes             b) No 

12) Would you like to tell other valuable suggestion in commercializing the biochar 

production for agricultural purpose? 

........................................................................................... 

 

Questionnaire for Key informants (Industrial Members) 

1. General Information 

Name:       GPS: 

Age:      Gender:    

Occupation:     Industry name:  

Address:                                                           

2. What byproducts does the industry produce? 

……………………… 

3. How much quantify of the residue does the industry produce per year? 

……………………………. 

4. What are the management practices you have done to dispose the residue? 

…………………………….. 

5. Are you interested in selling industrial residue? 

a) Yes   b)  No 
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If yes, how much would you cost?  

………………….. 

6) Have you heard about biochar? 

If yes, 

7) Do you use biochar? 

………………………………………………………………… 

8)  How do you use biochar? 

………………………………………………………… 

9) Are you interested in producing biochar with your residue and commercialize it? 

…………………………….. 

10) Would you like to tell other valuable suggestion in commercializing the biochar 

production for agricultural purpose? 
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APPENDIX B: Cost Estimation 

Table B.1: Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) Calculation for BAU Scenario 

Parameters  Values  

Equity  रु 21,383,246.15 

Debt  रु 9,164,248.35 

Investment रु 30,547,494.50 

Cost of Equity  15% 

Cost of Debt (Interest Rate) 8.50% 

Corporate Tax 20% 

WACC 9.26% 

 

 

 
Table B.2:  Input parameters assumption for financial analysis 

S.N. Parameter  Input Value  

1 Market Interest Rate (%) 8.5 

2 Subsidized Interest Rate (%) 5 

3 Loan Term  (year) 7 

4 Plant Life (year) 20 

5 Depreciation (%) (Straight Line Basis) 15 

6 Project construction Period (year) 1 

7 Feedstock collection, loading and unloading capacity per labor 
per day  (kg) 

1500 

8 Average Feedstock transportation distance (km)  50 

9 Land cost /Ropani (NRs.) 13,5000.00 

10 Electrical Power/ton feedstock pyrolysis plant (kW) 30 

11 Electrical Power/ton of wood crusher (kWh) 20 

12 Plant operation hour/year ( 8 hours× 300 days) 2400 

13 Feedstock input capacity (kg/hour) 1000 

14 Biochar output (% of Feedstock) 30% 

15 Corporate Tax (%) 20 

16 Selling Price (NRs.) 20 

17 Inflation Rate (%) 4.64 

18 Annual Biochar Production Capacity (kg) 648000 

19 Feedstock material price (NRs./kg) 0.5 
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Table B.3: Project Capital Cost Estimation 

Parameter Units Cost/Unit  
(NRs) 

Estimated Amount 
(NRs) 

Project Cost      रु 30,547,495 

Planning and detailed engineering design      रु 412,902 

Land acquisition cost (Ropani) 5 रु 1,350,000 रु 6,750,000 

Plant site construction      रु 15,000,000 

      i) M.S. truss structure for machinery plant (Sq. 
meter) 

700 रु 6,000.00 रु 4,200,000 

     ii) M.S. truss structure for storage of feedstock & 
finished product (Square meter ) 

2000 रु 5,000.00 रु 10,000,000 

     iii) Prefab building for office (Square meter ) 50 रु 16,000.00 रु 800,000 

Machinery Cost      रु 5,645,084 

      i) Pyrolysis plant ( Biochar output in kg/hour) 300 रु 12,983.65 रु 3,895,096 

      ii) Feedstock crusher (kg/hour) 1000 रु 334.99 रु 334,989 

     iii) Weighing balance ( 0 kg- 200 kg)     रु 10,000 

     iv) Hand baggage sewing machine (No.) 1   रु 5,000 

     v) Power weeding machine (No.) 10 रु 70,000 रु 700,000 

     vi) Power pruning machine (No.) 10 रु 70,000 रु 700,000 

Project contingency (10% of b+c+d)     रु 2,739,508 

Total Project Cost      रु 30,547,495.00 

 

Table B.4: Financing Mix 

Financing Mix   Proportion  Amount (रु.)  

Subsidy  0% रु.0 

Equity  30% रु.9,164,248 

Debt 70% रु.21,383,246 

Table B.5: Fixed Operation Cost 

Remuneration 

Position  No. Monthly Salary ( रु.) Annual Salary (रु.) 
Manager/ Accountant 1 रु28,000 रु 364,000 

Plant Operator 2 रु20,000 रु 520,000 

Laborer 6 रु14,500 रु 1,131,000 

Gate Keeper  2 रु15,000 रु 390,000 

Total      रु 2,405,000 
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Other Fixed Costs 

Cost Parameters Amount (रु.) 

Annual insurance (2% of Machinery Cost) रु112,902 

Annual Depreciation ( 15% of Machinery 
Cost) 

रु282,254.22 

Annual Interest on loan  See Analysis  

Annual rent for land  रु180,000.00 

Total  -- 

 

Table B.6: Variable Cost 

Cost Parameters  Required 
Quantity  

Rate  Amount (रु.)  

Feedstock Material Cost  3888000 kg   रु 1,944,000.00 

Labor Cost for Feedstock Collection 2592 person  रु’650/person/day रु.1,684,800.00 

Feedstock Transportation  (Average 50 km) 3888 ton  रु’10/ton/km रु.1,944,000.00 

Printing & Stationary Cost     रु 12,000.00 

Maintenance Cost (2% of Machinery Cost) % 2% रु.112,902.00 

Packaging Bag  (25 kg Size) 25920 रु.8.00 रु.207,360.00 

Electricity consumption (kWh) 120000 रु’12.5 रु.1,500,000.00 

Total   रु 7,405,062.00 

 

Miscellaneous Cost 

Miscellaneous Cost  (15 % of Variable Cost ) % 15% रु 1,110,759.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX C: Financial Analysis (Business as Usual Scenario) (Case 1) 

Table C.1: Cash Flow Projection and Calculation of LCOP, NPV, IRR, Pack back Period in the BAU Scenario (रु. ‘000) 

Expenses  
Year  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Salary & Admin Expenses रु2,405 रु2,517 रु2,633 रु2,756 रु2,883 रु3,017 रु3,157 रु3,304 रु3,457 रु3,617 

Annual insurance  रु113 रु118 रु124 रु129 रु135 रु142 रु148 रु155 रु162 रु170 

Depreciation  रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 

Principal Repayment रु3,055 रु3,055 रु3,055 रु3,055 रु3,055 रु3,055 रु3,055 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Interest on Loan  रु1,818 रु1,558 रु1,298 रु1,039 रु779 रु519 रु260 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Annual Rent for Land रु180 रु188 रु197 रु206 रु216 रु226 रु236 रु247 रु259 रु271 

Feedstock Material Cost रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Feedstock Collection Cost रु1,685 रु1,763 रु1,845 रु1,930 रु2,020 रु2,114 रु2,212 रु2,314 रु2,422 रु2,534 

Feedstock Transportation Cost रु1,944 रु2,034 रु2,129 रु2,227 रु2,331 रु2,439 रु2,552 रु2,670 रु2,794 रु2,924 

Electricity Consumption Cost रु1,500 रु1,570 रु1,642 रु1,719 रु1,798 रु1,882 रु1,969 रु2,061 रु2,156 रु2,256 

Packaging Cost रु207 रु217 रु227 रु238 रु249 रु260 रु272 रु285 रु298 रु312 

Annual Repair & Maintenance 
Cost 

रु113 रु118 रु124 रु129 रु135 रु142 रु148 रु155 रु162 रु170 

Annual Printing & Stationery Cost  रु12 रु13 रु13 रु14 रु14 रु15 रु16 रु16 रु17 रु18 

Miscellaneous  रु819 रु857 रु897 रु939 रु982 रु1,028 रु1,075 रु1,125 रु1,177 रु1,232 

Total Expenses  रु14,133 रु14,290 रु14,466 रु14,662 रु14,880 रु15,120 रु15,383 रु12,615 रु13,188 रु13,786 

Revenue  रु12,960 रु13,561 रु14,191 रु14,849 रु15,538 रु16,259 रु17,013 रु17,803 रु18,629 रु19,493 
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Expenses  
Year  

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Salary & Admin Expenses रु3,785 रु3,961 रु4,145 रु4,337 रु4,538 रु4,749 रु4,969 रु5,200 रु5,441 रु5,693 

Annual insurance  रु178 रु186 रु195 रु204 रु213 रु223 रु233 रु244 रु255 रु267 

Depreciation  रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 

Principal Repayment रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Interest on Loan  रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Annual Rent for Land रु283 रु296 रु310 रु325 रु340 रु355 रु372 रु389 रु407 रु426 

Feedstock Material Cost रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Feedstock Collection Cost रु2,652 रु2,775 रु2,903 रु3,038 रु3,179 रु3,327 रु3,481 रु3,643 रु3,812 रु3,988 

Feedstock Transportation Cost रु3,060 रु3,202 रु3,350 रु3,506 रु3,668 रु3,839 रु4,017 रु4,203 रु4,398 रु4,602 

Electricity Consumption Cost रु2,361 रु2,470 रु2,585 रु2,705 रु2,830 रु2,962 रु3,099 रु3,243 रु3,394 रु3,551 

Packaging Cost रु326 रु342 रु357 रु374 रु391 रु409 रु428 रु448 रु469 रु491 

Annual Repair & Maintenance Cost रु178 रु186 रु195 रु204 रु213 रु223 रु233 रु244 रु255 रु267 

Annual Printing & Stationery Cost  रु19 रु20 रु21 रु22 रु23 रु24 रु25 रु26 रु27 रु28 

Miscellaneous  रु1,289 रु1,349 रु1,412 रु1,477 रु1,546 रु1,617 रु1,693 रु1,771 रु1,853 रु1,939 

Total Expenses  रु14,413 रु15,069 रु15,755 रु16,473 रु17,224 रु18,010 रु18,832 रु19,693 रु20,594 रु21,536 

Revenue  रु20,398 रु21,344 रु22,335 रु23,371 रु24,455 रु25,590 रु26,777 रु28,020 रु29,320 रु30,680 
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Particulars Value  

Investment ( रु.'000) 30,547.495 

PV of all costs (रु.'000) 171,815.724 

Lifetime production (Discounted at 8.5% ) (ton) 6132.242 

LCOP ( रु./kg) 28.02 

NPV (रु.’000) 1,239.318 

IRR (%) 8.8 

Payback Period  19.32 

Minimum Selling Price (रु./kg) 19.85 

 

Table C.2: Debt Repayment Schedule (रु.’000) 

Particulars Unit Year  

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Beginning Balance  NRs रु 21,383 रु 21,383 रु 18,328 रु 15,274 रु 12,219 रु 9,164 रु 6,109 रु 3,055 

Principal Repayment  NRs रु 0 रु 3,055 रु 3,055 रु 3,055 रु 3,055 रु 3,055 रु 3,055 रु 3,055 

Ending Balance  NRs रु 0 रु 18,328 रु 15,274 रु 12,219 रु 9,164 रु 6,109 रु 3,055 रु 0 

Interest ( paid at beginning of year) NRs रु 0 रु 1,818 रु 1,558 रु 1,298 रु 1,039 रु 779 रु 519 रु 260 
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Table C.3: Depreciation Calculation (रु. ‘000) 

Particulars Units Year  

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Initial Asset  NRs रु 5,645                     

Depreciation NRs   रु 282 रु 282 रु 282 रु 282 रु 282 रु 282 रु 282 रु 282 रु 282 रु 282 

 

Particulars Units Year  

0 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Initial Asset  NRs रु 5,645                     

Depreciation NRs   रु 282 रु 282 रु 282 रु 282 रु 282 रु 282 रु 282 रु 282 रु 282 रु 282 

Table C.4: Projection of Income Statement (रु. ‘000 ) in the BAU Scenario 

Particulars 
  

Years 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Sales Revenue रु 12,960 रु 13,561 रु 14,191 रु 14,849 रु 15,538 रु 16,259 रु 17,013 रु 17,803 रु 18,629 रु 19,493 

       Less: Operating Expenses  रु 5,461 रु 5,714 रु 5,980 रु 6,257 रु 6,547 रु 6,851 रु 7,169 रु 7,502 रु 7,850 रु 8,214 

Gross Profit रु 7,499 रु 7,847 रु 8,211 रु 8,592 रु 8,991 रु 9,408 रु 9,844 रु 10,301 रु 10,779 रु 11,279 

       Less: Overhead  रु 6,854 रु 7,030 रु 7,215 रु 7,408 रु 7,610 रु 7,821 रु 8,042 रु 5,219 रु 5,461 रु 5,715 

Profit Before Interest &Tax  रु 645 रु 817 रु 996 रु 1,184 रु 1,381 रु 1,587 रु 1,802 रु 5,082 रु 5,318 रु 5,565 

       Less: Interest रु 1,818 रु 1,558 रु 1,298 रु 1,039 रु 779 रु 519 रु 260 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 

Profit Before Tax (PBT) -रु 1,173 -रु 741 -रु 302 रु 146 रु 602 रु 1,067 रु 1,542 रु 5,082 रु 5,318 रु 5,565 

       Less: Tax -रु 235 -रु 148 -रु 60 रु 29 रु 120 रु 213 रु 308 रु 1,016 रु 1,064 रु 1,113 

Net Profit  -रु 938 -रु 593 -रु 242 रु 116 रु 481 रु 854 रु 1,234 रु 4,066 रु 4,254 रु 4,452 
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Particulars 
Years 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Sales Revenue रु 20,398 रु 21,344 रु 22,335 रु 23,371 रु 24,455 रु 25,590 रु 26,777 रु 28,020 रु 29,320 रु 30,680 

       Less: Operating Expenses  रु 8,595 रु 8,994 रु 9,411 रु 9,848 रु 10,305 रु 10,783 रु 11,283 रु 11,807 रु 12,355 रु 12,928 

Gross Profit रु 11,803 रु 12,350 रु 12,923 रु 13,523 रु 14,150 रु 14,807 रु 15,494 रु 16,213 रु 16,965 रु 17,752 

       Less: Overhead  रु 5,980 रु 6,257 रु 6,548 रु 6,851 रु 7,169 रु 7,502 रु 7,850 रु 8,214 रु 8,595 रु 8,994 

Profit Before Interest &Tax  रु 5,823 रु 6,093 रु 6,376 रु 6,672 रु 6,981 रु 7,305 रु 7,644 रु 7,999 रु 8,370 रु 8,758 

       Less: Interest रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 

Profit Before Tax (PBT) रु 5,823 रु 6,093 रु 6,376 रु 6,672 रु 6,981 रु 7,305 रु 7,644 रु 7,999 रु 8,370 रु 8,758 

       Less: Tax रु 1,165 रु 1,219 रु 1,275 रु 1,334 रु 1,396 रु 1,461 रु 1,529 रु 1,600 रु 1,674 रु 1,752 

Net Profit  रु 4,658 रु 4,874 रु 5,101 रु 5,337 रु 5,585 रु 5,844 रु 6,115 रु 6,399 रु 6,696 रु 7,007 
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APPENDIX D: Financial Analysis (Subsidy Policy) (Case 1) 

Table D.1: Cash Flow Projection and Calculation of LCOP, NPV, IRR, Packback Period in the Subsidy Policy Scenario (रु. ‘000) 

Expenses  
Year  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Salary & Admin Expenses रु2,405 रु2,517 रु2,633 रु2,756 रु2,883 रु3,017 रु3,157 रु3,304 रु3,457 रु3,617 

Annual insurance  रु113 रु118 रु124 रु129 रु135 रु142 रु148 रु155 रु162 रु170 

Depreciation  रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 

Principal Repayment रु3,055 रु3,055 रु3,055 रु3,055 रु3,055 रु3,055 रु3,055 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Interest on Loan  रु1,818 रु1,558 रु1,298 रु1,039 रु779 रु519 रु260 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Annual Rent for Land रु180 रु188 रु197 रु206 रु216 रु226 रु236 रु247 रु259 रु271 

Feedstock Material Cost रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Feedstock Collection Cost रु1,685 रु1,763 रु1,845 रु1,930 रु2,020 रु2,114 रु2,212 रु2,314 रु2,422 रु2,534 

Feedstock Transportation Cost रु1,944 रु2,034 रु2,129 रु2,227 रु2,331 रु2,439 रु2,552 रु2,670 रु2,794 रु2,924 

Electricity Consumption Cost रु1,500 रु1,570 रु1,642 रु1,719 रु1,798 रु1,882 रु1,969 रु2,061 रु2,156 रु2,256 

Packaging Cost रु207 रु217 रु227 रु238 रु249 रु260 रु272 रु285 रु298 रु312 

Annual Repair & Maintenance Cost रु113 रु118 रु124 रु129 रु135 रु142 रु148 रु155 रु162 रु170 

Annual Printing and Stationery Cost  रु12 रु13 रु13 रु14 रु14 रु15 रु16 रु16 रु17 रु18 

Miscellaneous  रु819 रु857 रु897 रु939 रु982 रु1,028 रु1,075 रु1,125 रु1,177 रु1,232 

Total Expenses  रु14,133 रु14,290 रु14,466 रु14,662 रु14,880 रु15,120 रु15,383 रु12,615 रु13,188 रु13,786 

Revenue  रु12,960 रु13,561 रु14,191 रु14,849 रु15,538 रु16,259 रु17,013 रु17,803 रु18,629 रु19,493 

Subsidy रु1,944 रु1,944 रु1,944 रु1,944 रु1,944 रु1,944 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 
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Expenses  
Year  

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Salary & Admin Expenses रु3,785 रु3,961 रु4,145 रु4,337 रु4,538 रु4,749 रु4,969 रु5,200 रु5,441 रु5,693 

Annual insurance  रु178 रु186 रु195 रु204 रु213 रु223 रु233 रु244 रु255 रु267 

Depreciation  रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 

Principal Repayment रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Interest on Loan  रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Annual Rent for Land रु283 रु296 रु310 रु325 रु340 रु355 रु372 रु389 रु407 रु426 

Feedstock Material Cost रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Feedstock Collection Cost रु2,652 रु2,775 रु2,903 रु3,038 रु3,179 रु3,327 रु3,481 रु3,643 रु3,812 रु3,988 

Feedstock Transportation Cost रु3,060 रु3,202 रु3,350 रु3,506 रु3,668 रु3,839 रु4,017 रु4,203 रु4,398 रु4,602 

Electricity Consumption Cost रु2,361 रु2,470 रु2,585 रु2,705 रु2,830 रु2,962 रु3,099 रु3,243 रु3,394 रु3,551 

Packaging Cost रु326 रु342 रु357 रु374 रु391 रु409 रु428 रु448 रु469 रु491 

Annual Repair & Maintenance Cost रु178 रु186 रु195 रु204 रु213 रु223 रु233 रु244 रु255 रु267 

Annual Printing and Stationery Cost  रु19 रु20 रु21 रु22 रु23 रु24 रु25 रु26 रु27 रु28 

Miscellaneous  रु1,289 रु1,349 रु1,412 रु1,477 रु1,546 रु1,617 रु1,693 रु1,771 रु1,853 रु1,939 

Total Expenses  रु14,413 रु15,069 रु15,755 रु16,473 रु17,224 रु18,010 रु18,832 रु19,693 रु20,594 रु21,536 

Revenue  रु20,398 रु21,344 रु22,335 रु23,371 रु24,455 रु25,590 रु26,777 रु28,020 रु29,320 रु30,680 

Subsidy रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 
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Particulars Value  

Investment ( रु.'000) 30,547.495 

PV of all costs (रु.'000) 171,815.724 

Lifetime production (Discounted at 8.5% ) (ton) 6132.242 

LCOP ( रु./kg) 28.02 

NPV (रु.’000) 10,091.491 

IRR (%) 11.4 

Payback Period (Years) 14.89 

Minimum Selling Price (रु./kg) 18.83 

Table D.2: Projection of Income Statement (रु. ’000) in the Subsidy Policy Scenario 

Particulars 
Years 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Sales Revenue रु 14,904 रु 15,505 रु 16,135 रु 16,793 रु 17,482 रु 18,203 रु 17,013 रु 17,803 रु 18,629 रु 19,493 

       Less: Operating Expenses  रु 6,280 रु 6,572 रु 6,877 रु 7,196 रु 7,529 रु 7,879 रु 8,244 रु 8,627 रु 9,027 रु 9,446 

Gross Profit रु 8,624 रु 8,934 रु 9,258 रु 9,597 रु 9,953 रु 10,324 रु 8,769 रु 9,176 रु 9,602 रु 10,047 

       Less: Overhead  रु 6,035 रु 6,173 रु 6,318 रु 6,469 रु 6,628 रु 6,794 रु 6,967 रु 4,094 रु 4,284 रु 4,482 

Profit Before Interest &Tax  रु 2,589 रु 2,761 रु 2,940 रु 3,128 रु 3,325 रु 3,531 रु 1,802 रु 5,082 रु 5,318 रु 5,565 

       Less: Interest रु 1,818 रु 1,558 रु 1,298 रु 1,039 रु 779 रु 519 रु 260 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 

Profit Before Tax (PBT) रु 771 रु 1,203 रु 1,642 रु 2,090 रु 2,546 रु 3,011 रु 1,542 रु 5,082 रु 5,318 रु 5,565 

       Less: Tax रु 116 रु 180 रु 246 रु 313 रु 382 रु 452 रु 231 रु 762 रु 798 रु 835 

Net Profit  रु 656 रु 1,022 रु 1,396 रु 1,776 रु 2,164 रु 2,560 रु 1,311 रु 4,320 रु 4,520 रु 4,730 
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Particulars 
Years 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Sales Revenue रु 20,398 रु 21,344 रु 22,335 रु 23,371 रु 24,455 रु 25,590 रु 26,777 रु 28,020 रु 29,320 रु 30,680 

       Less: Operating Expenses  रु 9,884 रु 10,343 रु 10,823 रु 11,325 रु 11,851 रु 12,401 रु 12,976 रु 13,578 रु 14,208 रु 14,867 

Gross Profit रु 10,513 रु 11,001 रु 11,512 रु 12,046 रु 12,605 रु 13,189 रु 13,801 रु 14,442 रु 15,112 रु 15,813 

       Less: Overhead  रु 4,690 रु 4,908 रु 5,136 रु 5,374 रु 5,624 रु 5,884 रु 6,157 रु 6,443 रु 6,742 रु 7,055 

Profit Before Interest &Tax  रु 5,823 रु 6,093 रु 6,376 रु 6,672 रु 6,981 रु 7,305 रु 7,644 रु 7,999 रु 8,370 रु 8,758 

       Less: Interest रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 

Profit Before Tax (PBT) रु 5,823 रु 6,093 रु 6,376 रु 6,672 रु 6,981 रु 7,305 रु 7,644 रु 7,999 रु 8,370 रु 8,758 

       Less: Tax रु 873 रु 914 रु 956 रु 1,001 रु 1,047 रु 1,096 रु 1,147 रु 1,200 रु 1,255 रु 1,314 

Net Profit  रु 4,949 रु 5,179 रु 5,419 रु 5,671 रु 5,934 रु 6,209 रु 6,497 रु 6,799 रु 7,114 रु 7,444 
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APPENDIX E: Financial Analysis (LIR+LL Policy Scenario) (Case 1) 

Table E.1: Cash Flow Projection and Calculation of LCOP, NPV, IRR, Payback Period in the LIR+LL Policy Scenario (रु. ‘000) 

Expenses  
Year  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Salary & Admin Expenses रु2,405 रु2,517 रु2,633 रु2,756 रु2,883 रु3,017 रु3,157 रु3,304 रु3,457 रु3,617 

Annual insurance  रु113 रु118 रु124 रु129 रु135 रु142 रु148 रु155 रु162 रु170 

Depreciation  रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 

Principal Repayment रु2,312 रु2,312 रु2,312 रु2,312 रु2,312 रु2,312 रु2,312 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Interest on Loan  रु809 रु694 रु578 रु462 रु347 रु231 रु116 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Annual Rent for Land रु240 रु251 रु263 रु275 रु288 रु301 रु315 रु330 रु345 रु361 

Feedstock Material Cost रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Feedstock Collection Cost रु1,685 रु1,763 रु1,845 रु1,930 रु2,020 रु2,114 रु2,212 रु2,314 रु2,422 रु2,534 

Feedstock Transportation Cost रु1,944 रु2,034 रु2,129 रु2,227 रु2,331 रु2,439 रु2,552 रु2,670 रु2,794 रु2,924 

Electricity Consumption Cost रु1,500 रु1,570 रु1,642 रु1,719 रु1,798 रु1,882 रु1,969 रु2,061 रु2,156 रु2,256 

Packaging Cost रु207 रु217 रु227 रु238 रु249 रु260 रु272 रु285 रु298 रु312 

Annual Repair & Maintenance Cost रु113 रु118 रु124 रु129 रु135 रु142 रु148 रु155 रु162 रु170 

Annual Printing & Stationery Cost  रु12 रु13 रु13 रु14 रु14 रु15 रु16 रु16 रु17 रु18 

Miscellaneous  रु819 रु857 रु897 रु939 रु982 रु1,028 रु1,075 रु1,125 रु1,177 रु1,232 

Total Expenses  रु12,442 रु12,746 रु13,069 रु13,412 रु13,777 रु14,165 रु14,575 रु12,698 रु13,274 रु13,877 

Revenue  रु12,960 रु13,561 रु14,191 रु14,849 रु15,538 रु16,259 रु17,013 रु17,803 रु18,629 रु19,493 

Subsidy रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 
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Expenses  
Year  

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Salary & Admin Expenses रु3,785 रु3,961 रु4,145 रु4,337 रु4,538 रु4,749 रु4,969 रु5,200 रु5,441 रु5,693 

Annual insurance  रु178 रु186 रु195 रु204 रु213 रु223 रु233 रु244 रु255 रु267 

Depreciation  रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 

Principal Repayment रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Interest on Loan  रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Annual Rent for Land रु378 रु395 रु414 रु433 रु453 रु474 रु496 रु519 रु543 रु568 

Feedstock Material Cost रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Feedstock Collection Cost रु2,652 रु2,775 रु2,903 रु3,038 रु3,179 रु3,327 रु3,481 रु3,643 रु3,812 रु3,988 

Feedstock Transportation Cost रु3,060 रु3,202 रु3,350 रु3,506 रु3,668 रु3,839 रु4,017 रु4,203 रु4,398 रु4,602 

Electricity Consumption Cost रु2,361 रु2,470 रु2,585 रु2,705 रु2,830 रु2,962 रु3,099 रु3,243 रु3,394 रु3,551 

Packaging Cost रु326 रु342 रु357 रु374 रु391 रु409 रु428 रु448 रु469 रु491 

Annual Repair & Maintenance Cost रु178 रु186 रु195 रु204 रु213 रु223 रु233 रु244 रु255 रु267 

Annual Printing & Stationery Cost  रु19 रु20 रु21 रु22 रु23 रु24 रु25 रु26 रु27 रु28 

Miscellaneous  रु1,289 रु1,349 रु1,412 रु1,477 रु1,546 रु1,617 रु1,693 रु1,771 रु1,853 रु1,939 

Total Expenses  रु14,507 रु15,167 रु15,858 रु16,581 रु17,337 रु18,128 रु18,956 रु19,823 रु20,730 रु21,678 

Revenue  रु20,398 रु21,344 रु22,335 रु23,371 रु24,455 रु25,590 रु26,777 रु28,020 रु29,320 रु30,680 

Subsidy रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 
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Particulars Value  

Investment ( रु.'000) 23,122.495 

PV of all costs (रु.'000) 20,5969.32 

Lifetime production (Discounted at 8.5% ) (ton) 8075.512 

LCOP ( रु./kg) 25.51 

NPV (रु.’000) 33010.353 

IRR (%) 13.55 

Payback Period (Years) 10.70 

Minimum Selling Price (रु./kg) 17.23 

Table E.2: Projection of Income Statement (रु. ’000) in the LIR+LL Policy Scenario  

Particulars 
Years 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Sales Revenue रु 12,960 रु 13,561 रु 14,191 रु 14,849 रु 15,538 रु 16,259 रु 17,013 रु 17,803 रु 18,629 रु 19,493 

       Less: Operating Expenses  रु 6,280 रु 6,572 रु 6,877 रु 7,196 रु 7,529 रु 7,879 रु 8,244 रु 8,627 रु 9,027 रु 9,446 

Gross Profit रु 6,680 रु 6,990 रु 7,314 रु 7,653 रु 8,009 रु 8,380 रु 8,769 रु 9,176 रु 9,602 रु 10,047 

       Less: Overhead  रु 5,352 रु 5,493 रु 5,641 रु 5,796 रु 5,957 रु 6,126 रु 6,303 रु 4,176 रु 4,370 रु 4,573 

Profit Before Interest &Tax  रु 1,327 रु 1,496 रु 1,673 रु 1,858 रु 2,051 रु 2,254 रु 2,466 रु 5,000 रु 5,232 रु 5,474 

       Less: Interest रु 809 रु 694 रु 578 रु 462 रु 347 रु 231 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 

Profit Before Tax (PBT) रु 518 रु 803 रु 1,095 रु 1,395 रु 1,705 रु 2,023 रु 2,466 रु 5,000 रु 5,232 रु 5,474 

       Less: Tax रु 104 रु 161 रु 219 रु 279 रु 341 रु 405 रु 493 रु 1,000 रु 1,046 रु 1,095 

Net Profit  रु 414 रु 642 रु 876 रु 1,116 रु 1,364 रु 1,618 रु 1,973 रु 4,000 रु 4,185 रु 4,380 
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Particulars Years 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Sales Revenue रु 20,398 रु 21,344 रु 22,335 रु 23,371 रु 24,455 रु 25,590 रु 26,777 रु 28,020 रु 29,320 रु 30,680 

       Less: Operating Expenses  रु 9,884 रु 10,343 रु 10,823 रु 11,325 रु 11,851 रु 12,401 रु 12,976 रु 13,578 रु 14,208 रु 14,867 

Gross Profit रु 10,513 रु 11,001 रु 11,512 रु 12,046 रु 12,605 रु 13,189 रु 13,801 रु 14,442 रु 15,112 रु 15,813 

       Less: Overhead  रु 4,785 रु 5,007 रु 5,239 रु 5,482 रु 5,737 रु 6,003 रु 6,281 रु 6,573 रु 6,878 रु 7,197 

Profit Before Interest &Tax  रु 5,728 रु 5,994 रु 6,272 रु 6,563 रु 6,868 रु 7,187 रु 7,520 रु 7,869 रु 8,234 रु 8,616 

       Less: Interest रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 

Profit Before Tax (PBT) रु 5,728 रु 5,994 रु 6,272 रु 6,563 रु 6,868 रु 7,187 रु 7,520 रु 7,869 रु 8,234 रु 8,616 

       Less: Tax रु 1,146 रु 1,199 रु 1,254 रु 1,313 रु 1,374 रु 1,437 रु 1,504 रु 1,574 रु 1,647 रु 1,723 

Net Profit  रु 4,583 रु 4,795 रु 5,018 रु 5,251 रु 5,494 रु 5,749 रु 6,016 रु 6,295 रु 6,587 रु 6,893 
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APPENDIX F: Financial Analysis (Mix Policy Scenario) (Case 1) 

 

Table F.1: Cash Flow Projection and Calculation of LCOP, NPV, IRR, Payback Period in the Mix Policy Scenario (रु. ‘000) 

Expenses  
Year  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Salary & Admin Expenses रु2,405 रु2,517 रु2,633 रु2,756 रु2,883 रु3,017 रु3,157 रु3,304 रु3,457 रु3,617 

Annual insurance  रु113 रु118 रु124 रु129 रु135 रु142 रु148 रु155 रु162 रु170 

Depreciation  रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 

Principal Repayment रु2,312 रु2,312 रु2,312 रु2,312 रु2,312 रु2,312 रु2,312 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Interest on Loan  रु809 रु694 रु578 रु462 रु347 रु231 रु116 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Annual Rent for Land रु240 रु251 रु263 रु275 रु288 रु301 रु315 रु330 रु345 रु361 

Feedstock Material Cost रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Feedstock Collection Cost रु1,685 रु1,763 रु1,845 रु1,930 रु2,020 रु2,114 रु2,212 रु2,314 रु2,422 रु2,534 

Feedstock Transportation Cost रु1,944 रु2,034 रु2,129 रु2,227 रु2,331 रु2,439 रु2,552 रु2,670 रु2,794 रु2,924 

Electricity Consumption Cost रु1,500 रु1,570 रु1,642 रु1,719 रु1,798 रु1,882 रु1,969 रु2,061 रु2,156 रु2,256 

Packaging Cost रु207 रु217 रु227 रु238 रु249 रु260 रु272 रु285 रु298 रु312 

Annual Repair & Maintenance Cost रु113 रु118 रु124 रु129 रु135 रु142 रु148 रु155 रु162 रु170 

Annual Printing & Stationery Cost  रु12 रु13 रु13 रु14 रु14 रु15 रु16 रु16 रु17 रु18 

Miscellaneous  रु819 रु857 रु897 रु939 रु982 रु1,028 रु1,075 रु1,125 रु1,177 रु1,232 

Total Expenses  रु12,442 रु12,746 रु13,069 रु13,412 रु13,777 रु14,165 रु14,575 रु12,698 रु13,274 रु13,877 

Revenue  रु12,960 रु13,561 रु14,191 रु14,849 रु15,538 रु16,259 रु17,013 रु17,803 रु18,629 रु19,493 

Subsidy रु1,944 रु1,944 रु1,944 रु1,944 रु1,944 रु1,944 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 
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Expenses  
Year  

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Salary & Admin Expenses रु3,785 रु3,961 रु4,145 रु4,337 रु4,538 रु4,749 रु4,969 रु5,200 रु5,441 रु5,693 

Annual insurance  रु178 रु186 रु195 रु204 रु213 रु223 रु233 रु244 रु255 रु267 

Depreciation  रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 

Principal Repayment रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Interest on Loan  रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Annual Rent for Land रु378 रु395 रु414 रु433 रु453 रु474 रु496 रु519 रु543 रु568 

Feedstock Material Cost रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Feedstock Collection Cost रु2,652 रु2,775 रु2,903 रु3,038 रु3,179 रु3,327 रु3,481 रु3,643 रु3,812 रु3,988 

Feedstock Transportation Cost रु3,060 रु3,202 रु3,350 रु3,506 रु3,668 रु3,839 रु4,017 रु4,203 रु4,398 रु4,602 

Electricity Consumption Cost रु2,361 रु2,470 रु2,585 रु2,705 रु2,830 रु2,962 रु3,099 रु3,243 रु3,394 रु3,551 

Packaging Cost रु326 रु342 रु357 रु374 रु391 रु409 रु428 रु448 रु469 रु491 

Annual Repair & Maintenance Cost रु178 रु186 रु195 रु204 रु213 रु223 रु233 रु244 रु255 रु267 

Annual Printing & Stationery Cost  रु19 रु20 रु21 रु22 रु23 रु24 रु25 रु26 रु27 रु28 

Miscellaneous  रु1,289 रु1,349 रु1,412 रु1,477 रु1,546 रु1,617 रु1,693 रु1,771 रु1,853 रु1,939 

Total Expenses  रु14,507 रु15,167 रु15,858 रु16,581 रु17,337 रु18,128 रु18,956 रु19,823 रु20,730 रु21,678 

Revenue  रु20,398 रु21,344 रु22,335 रु23,371 रु24,455 रु25,590 रु26,777 रु28,020 रु29,320 रु30,680 

Subsidy रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 
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Particulars Value  

Investment ( रु.'000) 23,122.495 

PV of all costs (रु.'000) 205969.320 

Lifetime production (Discounted at 8.5% ) (ton) 8075.512 

LCOP ( रु./kg) 25.51 

NPV (रु.’000) 42,877.498 

IRR (%) 17.67 

Payback Period (Years) 8.84 

Minimum Selling Price (रु./kg) 16.41 

Table F.2: Projection of Income Statement (रु. ‘000 ) in the Mix Policy Scenario 

Particulars 
Years 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Sales Revenue रु 14,904 रु 15,505 रु 16,135 रु 16,793 रु 17,482 रु 18,203 रु 17,013 रु 17,803 रु 18,629 रु 19,493 

       Less: Operating Expenses  रु 6,280 रु 6,572 रु 6,877 रु 7,196 रु 7,529 रु 7,879 रु 8,244 रु 8,627 रु 9,027 रु 9,446 

Gross Profit रु 8,624 रु 8,934 रु 9,258 रु 9,597 रु 9,953 रु 10,324 रु 8,769 रु 9,176 रु 9,602 रु 10,047 

       Less: Overhead  रु 5,352 रु 5,480 रु 5,614 रु 5,754 रु 5,901 रु 6,054 रु 6,215 रु 4,071 रु 4,247 रु 4,430 

Profit Before Interest &Tax  रु 3,271 रु 3,453 रु 3,644 रु 3,843 रु 4,052 रु 4,270 रु 2,554 रु 5,105 रु 5,355 रु 5,617 

       Less: Interest रु 809 रु 694 रु 578 रु 462 रु 347 रु 231 रु 116 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 

Profit Before Tax (PBT) रु 2,462 रु 2,760 रु 3,066 रु 3,381 रु 3,705 रु 4,038 रु 2,438 रु 5,105 रु 5,355 रु 5,617 

       Less: Tax रु 492 रु 552 रु 613 रु 676 रु 741 रु 808 रु 488 रु 1,021 रु 1,071 रु 1,123 

Net Profit  रु 1,970 रु 2,208 रु 2,453 रु 2,704 रु 2,964 रु 3,231 रु 1,951 रु 4,084 रु 4,284 रु 4,493 
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Particulars 
Years 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Sales Revenue रु 14,904 रु 15,505 रु 16,135 रु 16,793 रु 17,482 रु 18,203 रु 17,013 रु 17,803 रु 18,629 रु 19,493 

       Less: Operating Expenses  रु 6,280 रु 6,572 रु 6,877 रु 7,196 रु 7,529 रु 7,879 रु 8,244 रु 8,627 रु 9,027 रु 9,446 

Gross Profit रु 8,624 रु 8,934 रु 9,258 रु 9,597 रु 9,953 रु 10,324 रु 8,769 रु 9,176 रु 9,602 रु 10,047 

       Less: Overhead  रु 5,352 रु 5,480 रु 5,614 रु 5,754 रु 5,901 रु 6,054 रु 6,215 रु 4,071 रु 4,247 रु 4,430 

Profit Before Interest &Tax  रु 3,271 रु 3,453 रु 3,644 रु 3,843 रु 4,052 रु 4,270 रु 2,554 रु 5,105 रु 5,355 रु 5,617 

       Less: Interest रु 809 रु 694 रु 578 रु 462 रु 347 रु 231 रु 116 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 

Profit Before Tax (PBT) रु 2,462 रु 2,760 रु 3,066 रु 3,381 रु 3,705 रु 4,038 रु 2,438 रु 5,105 रु 5,355 रु 5,617 

       Less: Tax रु 492 रु 552 रु 613 रु 676 रु 741 रु 808 रु 488 रु 1,021 रु 1,071 रु 1,123 

Net Profit  रु 1,970 रु 2,208 रु 2,453 रु 2,704 रु 2,964 रु 3,231 रु 1,951 रु 4,084 रु 4,284 रु 4,493 
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APPENDIX G: Financial Analysis (BAU Scenario: Case 2) 

Table G.1: Cash Flow Projection and Calculation of LCOP, NPV, IRR, Payback Period in the BAU Scenario (रु. ‘000) 

S.N. Expenses  Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 Salary & Admin Expenses रु  2405 2517 2633 2756 2883 3017 3157 3304 3457 3617 

2 Annual insurance  रु  113 118 124 129 135 142 148 155 162 170 

3 Depreciation  रु  282 282 282 282 282 282 282 282 282 282 

4 Principal Repayment रु  1309 1309 1309 1309 1309 1309 1309 0 0 0 

5 Interest on Loan  रु  779 668 556 445 334 223 111 0 0 0 

6 Annual Rent for Land रु  180 188 197 206 216 226 236 247 259 271 

7 Feedstock Material Cost रु  1944 2034 2129 2227 2331 2439 2552 2670 2794 2924 

8 Feedstock Collection Cost रु  1685 1763 1845 1930 2020 2114 2212 2314 2422 2534 

9 Feedstock Transportation Cost रु  1944 2034 2129 2227 2331 2439 2552 2670 2794 2924 

10 Electricity Consumption Cost रु  1500 1570 1642 1719 1798 1882 1969 2061 2156 2256 

11 Packaging Cost रु  207 217 227 238 249 260 272 285 298 312 

12 Annual Repair & Maintenance Cost रु  113 118 124 129 135 142 148 155 162 170 

13 Annual Printing and Stationery Cost  रु  12 13 13 14 14 15 16 16 17 18 

14 Miscellaneous  रु  1111 1162 1216 1273 1332 1394 1458 1526 1597 1671 

  Total Expenses  रु  13584 13993 14426 14885 15370 15882 16424 15686 16401 17149 

15 Revenue  रु  12960 13561 14191 14849 15538 16259 17013 17803 18629 19493 

16 Subsidy   रु 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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S.N. Expenses  Year 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

1 Salary & Admin Expenses रु  3785 3961 4145 4337 4538 4749 4969 5200 5441 5693 

2 Annual insurance  रु  178 186 195 204 213 223 233 244 255 267 

3 Depreciation  रु  282 282 282 282 282 282 282 282 282 282 

4 Principal Repayment रु  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5 Interest on Loan  रु  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 Annual Rent for Land रु  283 296 310 325 340 355 372 389 407 426 

7 Feedstock Material Cost रु  3060 3202 3350 3506 3668 3839 4017 4203 4398 4602 

8 Feedstock Collection Cost रु  2652 2775 2903 3038 3179 3327 3481 3643 3812 3988 

9 Feedstock Transportation Cost रु  3060 3202 3350 3506 3668 3839 4017 4203 4398 4602 

10 Electricity Consumption Cost रु  2361 2470 2585 2705 2830 2962 3099 3243 3394 3551 

11 Packaging Cost रु  326 342 357 374 391 409 428 448 469 491 

12 Annual Repair & Maintenance Cost रु  178 186 195 204 213 223 233 244 255 267 

13 Annual Printing and Stationery Cost  रु  19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

14 Miscellaneous  रु  1748 1829 1914 2003 2096 2193 2295 2401 2513 2630 

  Total Expenses  रु  17932 18750 19607 20504 21442 22424 23452 24527 25652 26829 

15 Revenue  रु  20398 21344 22335 23371 24455 25590 26777 28020 29320 30680 

16 Subsidy  रु  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Particulars Value  

Investment ( रु.'000) रु 30,547.5 

PV of all costs (रु.'000) रु 189,448.7 

Lifetime production (Discounted at 8.5% ) (ton) 6132.2 

LCOP ( रु./kg) रु 30.9 

NPV (रु.’000) -रु 16,393.7 

IRR (%) 2.5% 

Payback Period (Years) 40.3 

Minimum Selling Price (रु./kg) 21.89 

 

Table G.2: Projected Income Statement (रु. ‘000 ) in the BAU Scenario ( Case 2) 

Particulars Years 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Sales Revenue रु 12,960 रु 13,561 रु 14,191 रु 14,849 रु 15,538 रु 16,259 रु 17,013 रु 17,803 रु 18,629 रु 19,493 

       Less: Operating Expenses  रु 7,405 रु 7,749 रु 8,108 रु 8,484 रु 8,878 रु 9,290 रु 9,721 रु 10,172 रु 10,644 रु 11,138 

Gross Profit रु 5,555 रु 5,813 रु 6,082 रु 6,365 रु 6,660 रु 6,969 रु 7,292 रु 7,631 रु 7,985 रु 8,355 

       Less: Overhead  रु 5,400 रु 5,590 रु 5,789 रु 5,996 रु 6,214 रु 6,441 रु 6,680 रु 5,620 रु 5,880 रु 6,153 

Profit Before Interest &Tax रु 155 रु 223 रु 294 रु 368 रु 446 रु 528 रु 613 रु 2,011 रु 2,104 रु 2,202 

       Less: Interest रु 779 रु 668 रु 556 रु 445 रु 334 रु 223 रु 111 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 

Profit Before Tax (PBT) -रु 624 -रु 445 -रु 263 -रु 77 रु 112 रु 305 रु 501 रु 2,011 रु 2,104 रु 2,202 

       Less: Tax -रु 125 -रु 89 -रु 53 -रु 15 रु 22 रु 61 रु 100 रु 402 रु 421 रु 440 

Net Profit  -रु 499 -रु 356 -रु 210 -रु 62 रु 90 रु 244 रु 401 रु 1,609 रु 1,684 रु 1,762 
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Particulars 
Years 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Sales Revenue रु.20,398 रु.21,344 रु.22,335 रु.23,371 रु.24,455 रु.25,590 रु.26,777 रु.28,020 रु.29,320 रु.30,680 

       Less: Operating Expenses  रु.11,655 रु.12,196 रु.12,761 रु.13,354 रु.13,973 रु.14,622 रु.15,300 रु.16,010 रु.16,753 रु.17,530 

Gross Profit रु.8,743 रु.9,149 रु.9,573 रु.10,017 रु.10,482 रु.10,968 रु.11,477 रु.12,010 रु.12,567 रु.13,150 

       Less: Overhead  रु.6,439 रु.6,737 रु.7,050 रु.7,377 रु.7,719 रु.8,078 रु.8,452 रु.8,845 रु.9,255 रु.9,685 

Profit Before Interest &Tax रु.2,304 रु.2,411 रु.2,523 रु.2,640 रु.2,763 रु.2,891 रु.3,025 रु.3,165 रु.3,312 रु.3,466 

       Less: Interest रु.0 रु.0 रु.0 रु.0 रु.0 रु.0 रु.0 रु.0 रु.0 रु.0 

Profit Before Tax (PBT) रु.2,304 रु.2,411 रु.2,523 रु.2,640 रु.2,763 रु.2,891 रु.3,025 रु.3,165 रु.3,312 रु.3,466 

       Less: Tax रु.461 रु.482 रु.505 रु.528 रु.553 रु.578 रु.605 रु.633 रु.662 रु.693 

Net Profit  रु 1,843 रु 1,929 रु 2,018 रु 2,112 रु 2,210 रु 2,313 रु 2,420 रु 2,532 रु 2,650 रु 2,773 
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APPENDIX H: Financial Analysis (Subsidy Policy Scenario: Case 2) 

Table H.1: Cash Flow Projection and Calculation of LCOP, NPV, IRR, Payback Period in the Subsidy Policy Scenario (रु. ‘000) 

S.N. Expenses  Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 Salary & Admin Expenses रु  2405 2517 2633 2756 2883 3017 3157 3304 3457 3617 

2 Annual insurance  रु  113 118 124 129 135 142 148 155 162 170 

3 Depreciation  रु  282 282 282 282 282 282 282 282 282 282 

4 Principal Repayment रु  1309 1309 1309 1309 1309 1309 1309 0 0 0 

5 Interest on Loan  रु  779 668 556 445 334 223 111 0 0 0 

6 Annual Rent for Land रु  180 188 197 206 216 226 236 247 259 271 

7 Feedstock Material Cost रु  1944 2034 2129 2227 2331 2439 2552 2670 2794 2924 

8 Feedstock Collection Cost रु  1685 1763 1845 1930 2020 2114 2212 2314 2422 2534 

9 Feedstock Transportation Cost रु  1944 2034 2129 2227 2331 2439 2552 2670 2794 2924 

10 Electricity Consumption Cost रु  1500 1570 1642 1719 1798 1882 1969 2061 2156 2256 

11 Packaging Cost रु  207 217 227 238 249 260 272 285 298 312 

12 Annual Repair & Maintenance Cost रु  113 118 124 129 135 142 148 155 162 170 

13 Annual Printing and Stationery Cost  रु  12 13 13 14 14 15 16 16 17 18 

14 Miscellaneous  रु  1111 1162 1216 1273 1332 1394 1458 1526 1597 1671 

  Total Expenses  रु  13584 13993 14426 14885 15370 15882 16424 15686 16401 17149 

15 Revenue  रु  13865 14508 15181 15885 16622 17394 18201 19045 19929 20854 

16 Subsidy   रु 1944 1944 1944 1944 1944 1944 0 0 0 0 
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S.N. Expenses  Year 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

1 Salary & Admin Expenses रु  3785 3961 4145 4337 4538 4749 4969 5200 5441 5693 

2 Annual insurance  रु  178 186 195 204 213 223 233 244 255 267 

3 Depreciation  रु  282 282 282 282 282 282 282 282 282 282 

4 Principal Repayment रु  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5 Interest on Loan  रु  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 Annual Rent for Land रु  283 296 310 325 340 355 372 389 407 426 

7 Feedstock Material Cost रु  3060 3202 3350 3506 3668 3839 4017 4203 4398 4602 

8 Feedstock Collection Cost रु  2652 2775 2903 3038 3179 3327 3481 3643 3812 3988 

9 Feedstock Transportation Cost रु  3060 3202 3350 3506 3668 3839 4017 4203 4398 4602 

10 Electricity Consumption Cost रु  2361 2470 2585 2705 2830 2962 3099 3243 3394 3551 

11 Packaging Cost रु  326 342 357 374 391 409 428 448 469 491 

12 Annual Repair & Maintenance Cost रु  178 186 195 204 213 223 233 244 255 267 

13 Annual Printing and Stationery Cost  रु  19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

14 Miscellaneous  रु  1748 1829 1914 2003 2096 2193 2295 2401 2513 2630 

  Total Expenses  रु  17932 18750 19607 20504 21442 22424 23452 24527 25652 26829 

15 Revenue  रु  20390 21344 22334 23370 24455 25590 26777 28019 29320 30680 

16 Subsidy    0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Particulars Value  

Investment ( रु.'000) रु 30,547.5 

PV of all costs (रु.'000) रु 201,667.719 

Lifetime production (Discounted at 8.5% ) (ton) 6132.2 

LCOP ( रु./kg) रु 32.89 

NPV (रु.’000) (रु 19,760.504) 

IRR (%) 1.5% 

Payback Period (Years) 44.44 

Minimum Selling Price (रु./kg) 22.28 

 

Table H.2: Projected Income Statement in the Subsidy Policy Scenario (रु. ‘000 ) (Case 2) 

Particulars Years 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Sales Revenue रु 14,904 रु 15,505 रु 16,135 रु 16,793 रु 17,482 रु 18,203 रु 17,013 रु 17,803 रु 18,629 रु 19,493 

       Less: Operating Expenses  रु 8,516 रु 8,911 रु 9,324 रु 9,757 रु 10,210 रु 10,684 रु 11,179 रु 11,698 रु 12,241 रु 12,809 

Gross Profit रु 6,388 रु 6,594 रु 6,810 रु 7,036 रु 7,272 रु 7,519 रु 5,834 रु 6,105 रु 6,388 रु 6,685 

       Less: Overhead  रु 6,035 रु 6,173 रु 6,318 रु 6,469 रु 6,628 रु 6,794 रु 6,967 रु 4,094 रु 4,284 रु 4,482 

Profit Before Interest &Tax रु 353 रु 421 रु 492 रु 567 रु 645 रु 726 -रु 1,133 रु 2,011 रु 2,104 रु 2,202 

       Less: Interest रु 1,818 रु 1,558 रु 1,298 रु 1,039 रु 779 रु 519 रु 260 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 

Profit Before Tax (PBT) -रु 1,464 -रु 1,137 -रु 806 -रु 472 -रु 134 रु 207 -रु 1,392 रु 2,011 रु 2,104 रु 2,202 

       Less: Tax -रु 220 -रु 171 -रु 121 -रु 71 -रु 20 रु 31 -रु 209 रु 302 रु 316 रु 330 

Net Profit  -रु 1,245 -रु 966 -रु 685 -रु 401 -रु 114 रु 176 -रु 1,184 रु 1,709 रु 1,789 रु 1,872 
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Particulars 
Years 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Sales Revenue रु 20,398 रु 21,344 रु 22,335 रु 23,371 रु 24,455 रु 25,590 रु 26,777 रु 28,020 रु 29,320 रु 30,680 

       Less: Operating Expenses  रु 13,403 रु 14,025 रु 14,676 रु 15,357 रु 16,069 रु 16,815 रु 17,595 रु 18,411 रु 19,266 रु 20,160 

Gross Profit रु 6,995 रु 7,319 रु 7,659 रु 8,014 रु 8,386 रु 8,775 रु 9,182 रु 9,608 रु 10,054 रु 10,521 

       Less: Overhead  रु 4,690 रु 4,908 रु 5,136 रु 5,374 रु 5,624 रु 5,884 रु 6,157 रु 6,443 रु 6,742 रु 7,055 

Profit Before Interest &Tax रु 2,304 रु 2,411 रु 2,523 रु 2,640 रु 2,763 रु 2,891 रु 3,025 रु 3,165 रु 3,312 रु 3,466 

       Less: Interest रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 

Profit Before Tax (PBT) रु 2,304 रु 2,411 रु 2,523 रु 2,640 रु 2,763 रु 2,891 रु 3,025 रु 3,165 रु 3,312 रु 3,466 

       Less: Tax रु 346 रु 362 रु 378 रु 396 रु 414 रु 434 रु 454 रु 475 रु 497 रु 520 

Net Profit  रु 1,959 रु 2,049 रु 2,145 रु 2,244 रु 2,348 रु 2,457 रु 2,571 रु 2,690 रु 2,815 रु 2,946 
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APPENDIX I: Financial Analysis (Low Interest Rate plus Leasing Land Policy Scenario: Case 2) 

Table I.1: Cash Flow Projection and Calculation of LCOP, NPV, IRR, Payback Period in the LIR+LL Policy Scenario (रु. ‘000) 

Expenses  
Year  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Salary & Admin Expenses रु2,405 रु2,517 रु2,633 रु2,756 रु2,883 रु3,017 रु3,157 रु3,304 रु3,457 रु3,617 

Annual insurance  रु113 रु118 रु124 रु129 रु135 रु142 रु148 रु155 रु162 रु170 

Depreciation  रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 

Principal Repayment रु2,312 रु2,312 रु2,312 रु2,312 रु2,312 रु2,312 रु2,312 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Interest on Loan  रु809 रु694 रु578 रु462 रु347 रु231 रु116 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Annual Rent for Land रु240 रु251 रु263 रु275 रु288 रु301 रु315 रु330 रु345 रु361 

Feedstock Material Cost रु1,944 रु2,034 रु2,129 रु2,227 रु2,331 रु2,439 रु2,552 रु2,670 रु2,794 रु2,924 

Feedstock Collection Cost रु1,685 रु1,763 रु1,845 रु1,930 रु2,020 रु2,114 रु2,212 रु2,314 रु2,422 रु2,534 

Feedstock Transportation Cost रु1,944 रु2,034 रु2,129 रु2,227 रु2,331 रु2,439 रु2,552 रु2,670 रु2,794 रु2,924 

Electricity Consumption Cost रु1,500 रु1,570 रु1,642 रु1,719 रु1,798 रु1,882 रु1,969 रु2,061 रु2,156 रु2,256 

Packaging Cost रु207 रु217 रु227 रु238 रु249 रु260 रु272 रु285 रु298 रु312 

Annual Repair & Maintenance Cost रु113 रु118 रु124 रु129 रु135 रु142 रु148 रु155 रु162 रु170 

Annual Printing & Stationery Cost  रु12 रु13 रु13 रु14 रु14 रु15 रु16 रु16 रु17 रु18 

Miscellaneous  रु1,111 रु1,162 रु1,216 रु1,273 रु1,332 रु1,394 रु1,458 रु1,526 रु1,597 रु1,671 

Total Expenses  रु14,678 रु15,085 रु15,517 रु15,974 रु16,458 रु16,969 रु17,510 रु15,769 रु16,487 रु17,239 

Revenue  रु12,960 रु13,561 रु14,191 रु14,849 रु15,538 रु16,259 रु17,013 रु17,803 रु18,629 रु19,493 

Subsidy रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 
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Expenses  
Year  

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Salary & Admin Expenses रु3,785 रु3,961 रु4,145 रु4,337 रु4,538 रु4,749 रु4,969 रु5,200 रु5,441 रु5,693 

Annual insurance  रु178 रु186 रु195 रु204 रु213 रु223 रु233 रु244 रु255 रु267 

Depreciation  रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 

Principal Repayment रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Interest on Loan  रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Annual Rent for Land रु378 रु395 रु414 रु433 रु453 रु474 रु496 रु519 रु543 रु568 

Feedstock Material Cost रु3,060 रु3,202 रु3,350 रु3,506 रु3,668 रु3,839 रु4,017 रु4,203 रु4,398 रु4,602 

Feedstock Collection Cost रु2,652 रु2,775 रु2,903 रु3,038 रु3,179 रु3,327 रु3,481 रु3,643 रु3,812 रु3,988 

Feedstock Transportation Cost रु3,060 रु3,202 रु3,350 रु3,506 रु3,668 रु3,839 रु4,017 रु4,203 रु4,398 रु4,602 

Electricity Consumption Cost रु2,361 रु2,470 रु2,585 रु2,705 रु2,830 रु2,962 रु3,099 रु3,243 रु3,394 रु3,551 

Packaging Cost रु326 रु342 रु357 रु374 रु391 रु409 रु428 रु448 रु469 रु491 

Annual Repair & Maintenance Cost रु178 रु186 रु195 रु204 रु213 रु223 रु233 रु244 रु255 रु267 

Annual Printing & Stationery Cost  रु19 रु20 रु21 रु22 रु23 रु24 रु25 रु26 रु27 रु28 

Miscellaneous  रु1,748 रु1,829 रु1,914 रु2,003 रु2,096 रु2,193 रु2,295 रु2,401 रु2,513 रु2,630 

Total Expenses  रु18,026 रु18,849 रु19,711 रु20,612 रु21,556 रु22,543 रु23,576 रु24,656 रु25,787 रु26,971 

Revenue  रु20,398 रु21,344 रु22,335 रु23,371 रु24,455 रु25,590 रु26,777 रु28,020 रु29,320 रु30,680 

Subsidy रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 
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Particulars Value  

Investment ( रु.'000) रु 30,547.5 

PV of all costs (रु.'000) रु 247,193.314 

Lifetime production (Discounted at 8.5% ) (ton) 8075.512 

LCOP ( रु./kg) रु 30.61 

NPV (रु.’000) (रु 8213.641) 

IRR (%) 2.37% 

Payback Period (Years) 25.46 

Minimum Selling Price (रु./kg) 20.68 

 

Table I.2: Projected Income Statement in the LIR + LL Policy Scenario (रु. ‘000 ) (Case 2) 

Particulars 
Years 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Sales Revenue रु 12,960 रु 13,561 रु 14,191 रु 14,849 रु 15,538 रु 16,259 रु 17,013 रु 17,803 रु 18,629 रु 19,493 

       Less: Operating Expenses  रु 8,516 रु 8,911 रु 9,324 रु 9,757 रु 10,210 रु 10,684 रु 11,179 रु 11,698 रु 12,241 रु 12,809 

Gross Profit रु 4,444 रु 4,650 रु 4,866 रु 5,092 रु 5,328 रु 5,575 रु 5,834 रु 6,105 रु 6,388 रु 6,685 

       Less: Overhead  रु 5,352 रु 5,493 रु 5,641 रु 5,796 रु 5,957 रु 6,126 रु 6,303 रु 4,176 रु 4,370 रु 4,573 

Profit Before Interest &Tax -रु 908 -रु 843 -रु 775 -रु 704 -रु 629 -रु 551 -रु 469 रु 1,929 रु 2,018 रु 2,112 

       Less: Interest रु 809 रु 694 रु 578 रु 462 रु 347 रु 231 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 

Profit Before Tax (PBT) -रु 1,718 -रु 1,537 -रु 1,353 -रु 1,166 -रु 976 -रु 782 -रु 469 रु 1,929 रु 2,018 रु 2,112 

       Less: Tax -रु 344 -रु 307 -रु 271 -रु 233 -रु 195 -रु 156 -रु 94 रु 386 रु 404 रु 422 

Net Profit  -रु 1,374 -रु 1,229 -रु 1,082 -रु 933 -रु 781 -रु 626 -रु 375 रु 1,543 रु 1,615 रु 1,689 
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Particulars 
Years 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Sales Revenue रु 20,398 रु 21,344 रु 22,335 रु 23,371 रु 24,455 रु 25,590 रु 26,777 रु 28,020 रु 29,320 रु 30,680 

       Less: Operating Expenses  रु 13,403 रु 14,025 रु 14,676 रु 15,357 रु 16,069 रु 16,815 रु 17,595 रु 18,411 रु 19,266 रु 20,160 

Gross Profit रु 6,995 रु 7,319 रु 7,659 रु 8,014 रु 8,386 रु 8,775 रु 9,182 रु 9,608 रु 10,054 रु 10,521 

       Less: Overhead  रु 4,785 रु 5,007 रु 5,239 रु 5,482 रु 5,737 रु 6,003 रु 6,281 रु 6,573 रु 6,878 रु 7,197 

Profit Before Interest &Tax रु 2,210 रु 2,312 रु 2,420 रु 2,532 रु 2,649 रु 2,772 रु 2,901 रु 3,036 रु 3,176 रु 3,324 

       Less: Interest रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 

Profit Before Tax (PBT) रु 2,210 रु 2,312 रु 2,420 रु 2,532 रु 2,649 रु 2,772 रु 2,901 रु 3,036 रु 3,176 रु 3,324 

       Less: Tax रु 442 रु 462 रु 484 रु 506 रु 530 रु 554 रु 580 रु 607 रु 635 रु 665 

Net Profit  रु 1,768 रु 1,850 रु 1,936 रु 2,026 रु 2,119 रु 2,218 रु 2,321 रु 2,428 रु 2,541 रु 2,659 
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APPENDIX J: Financial Analysis (Mix Policy Scenario: Case 2) 

Table J.1: Cash Flow Projection and Calculation of LCOP, NPV, IRR, Payback Period in the Mix Policy Scenario (रु. ‘000) 

Expenses  
Year  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Salary & Admin Expenses रु2,405 रु2,517 रु2,633 रु2,756 रु2,883 रु3,017 रु3,157 रु3,304 रु3,457 रु3,617 

Annual insurance  रु113 रु118 रु124 रु129 रु135 रु142 रु148 रु155 रु162 रु170 

Depreciation  रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 

Principal Repayment रु2,312 रु2,312 रु2,312 रु2,312 रु2,312 रु2,312 रु2,312 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Interest on Loan  रु809 रु694 रु578 रु462 रु347 रु231 रु116 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Annual Rent for Land रु240 रु251 रु263 रु275 रु288 रु301 रु315 रु330 रु345 रु361 

Feedstock Material Cost रु1,944 रु2,034 रु2,129 रु2,227 रु2,331 रु2,439 रु2,552 रु2,670 रु2,794 रु2,924 

Feedstock Collection Cost रु1,685 रु1,763 रु1,845 रु1,930 रु2,020 रु2,114 रु2,212 रु2,314 रु2,422 रु2,534 

Feedstock Transportation Cost रु1,944 रु2,034 रु2,129 रु2,227 रु2,331 रु2,439 रु2,552 रु2,670 रु2,794 रु2,924 

Electricity Consumption Cost रु1,500 रु1,570 रु1,642 रु1,719 रु1,798 रु1,882 रु1,969 रु2,061 रु2,156 रु2,256 

Packaging Cost रु207 रु217 रु227 रु238 रु249 रु260 रु272 रु285 रु298 रु312 

Annual Repair & Maintenance Cost रु113 रु118 रु124 रु129 रु135 रु142 रु148 रु155 रु162 रु170 

Annual Printing & Stationery Cost  रु12 रु13 रु13 रु14 रु14 रु15 रु16 रु16 रु17 रु18 

Miscellaneous  रु1,111 रु1,162 रु1,216 रु1,273 रु1,332 रु1,394 रु1,458 रु1,526 रु1,597 रु1,671 

Total Expenses  रु14,678 रु15,085 रु15,517 रु15,974 रु16,458 रु16,969 रु17,510 रु15,769 रु16,487 रु17,239 

Revenue  रु12,960 रु13,561 रु14,191 रु14,849 रु15,538 रु16,259 रु17,013 रु17,803 रु18,629 रु19,493 

Subsidy रु3,888 रु3,888 रु3,888 रु3,888 रु3,888 रु3,888 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 
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Expenses  
Year  

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Salary & Admin Expenses रु3,785 रु3,961 रु4,145 रु4,337 रु4,538 रु4,749 रु4,969 रु5,200 रु5,441 रु5,693 

Annual insurance  रु178 रु186 रु195 रु204 रु213 रु223 रु233 रु244 रु255 रु267 

Depreciation  रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 रु282 

Principal Repayment रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Interest on Loan  रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 

Annual Rent for Land रु378 रु395 रु414 रु433 रु453 रु474 रु496 रु519 रु543 रु568 

Feedstock Material Cost रु3,060 रु3,202 रु3,350 रु3,506 रु3,668 रु3,839 रु4,017 रु4,203 रु4,398 रु4,602 

Feedstock Collection Cost रु2,652 रु2,775 रु2,903 रु3,038 रु3,179 रु3,327 रु3,481 रु3,643 रु3,812 रु3,988 

Feedstock Transportation Cost रु3,060 रु3,202 रु3,350 रु3,506 रु3,668 रु3,839 रु4,017 रु4,203 रु4,398 रु4,602 

Electricity Consumption Cost रु2,361 रु2,470 रु2,585 रु2,705 रु2,830 रु2,962 रु3,099 रु3,243 रु3,394 रु3,551 

Packaging Cost रु326 रु342 रु357 रु374 रु391 रु409 रु428 रु448 रु469 रु491 

Annual Repair & Maintenance Cost रु178 रु186 रु195 रु204 रु213 रु223 रु233 रु244 रु255 रु267 

Annual Printing & Stationery Cost  रु19 रु20 रु21 रु22 रु23 रु24 रु25 रु26 रु27 रु28 

Miscellaneous  रु1,748 रु1,829 रु1,914 रु2,003 रु2,096 रु2,193 रु2,295 रु2,401 रु2,513 रु2,630 

Total Expenses  रु18,026 रु18,849 रु19,711 रु20,612 रु21,556 रु22,543 रु23,576 रु24,656 रु25,787 रु26,971 

Revenue  रु20,398 रु21,344 रु22,335 रु23,371 रु24,455 रु25,590 रु26,777 रु28,020 रु29,320 रु30,680 

Subsidy रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 रु0 
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Particulars Value  

Investment ( रु.'000) रु 30,547.5 

PV of all costs (रु.'000) रु 247,193.314 

Lifetime production (Discounted at 8.5% ) (ton) 8075.512 

LCOP ( रु./kg) रु 30.61 

NPV (रु.’000) रु 11250.65 

IRR (%) 9.98 % > WACC (9.26%) 

Payback Period (Years) 12.43 

Minimum Selling Price (रु./kg) 19.035 

 

Table J.2: Projected Income Statement in the Mix Policy Scenario (रु. ‘000 ) (Case 2) 

Particulars 
Years 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Sales Revenue रु 16,223 रु 16,796 रु 17,394 रु 18,021 रु 18,677 रु 19,363 रु 16,193 रु 16,945 रु 17,731 रु 18,554 

       Less: Operating Expenses  रु 8,516 रु 8,911 रु 9,324 रु 9,757 रु 10,210 रु 10,684 रु 11,179 रु 11,698 रु 12,241 रु 12,809 

Gross Profit रु 7,707 रु 7,885 रु 8,070 रु 8,264 रु 8,467 रु 8,680 रु 5,014 रु 5,247 रु 5,490 रु 5,745 

       Less: Overhead  रु 5,352 रु 5,480 रु 5,614 रु 5,754 रु 5,901 रु 6,054 रु 6,215 रु 4,071 रु 4,247 रु 4,430 

Profit Before Interest &Tax रु 2,355 रु 2,404 रु 2,456 रु 2,510 रु 2,566 रु 2,625 -रु 1,201 रु 1,176 रु 1,244 रु 1,314 

       Less: Interest रु 809 रु 694 रु 578 रु 462 रु 347 रु 231 रु 116 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 

Profit Before Tax (PBT) रु 1,546 रु 1,711 रु 1,878 रु 2,047 रु 2,219 रु 2,394 -रु 1,317 रु 1,176 रु 1,244 रु 1,314 

       Less: Tax रु 309 रु 342 रु 376 रु 409 रु 444 रु 479 -रु 263 रु 235 रु 249 रु 263 

Net Profit  रु 1,237 रु 1,368 रु 1,502 रु 1,638 रु 1,775 रु 1,915 -रु 1,053 रु 941 रु 995 रु 1,051 
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Particulars Years 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Sales Revenue रु 19,414 रु 20,315 रु 21,258 रु 22,244 रु 23,276 रु 24,356 रु 25,487 रु 26,669 रु 27,907 रु 29,201 

       Less: Operating Expenses  रु 13,403 रु 14,025 रु 14,676 रु 15,357 रु 16,069 रु 16,815 रु 17,595 रु 18,411 रु 19,266 रु 20,160 

Gross Profit रु 6,011 रु 6,290 रु 6,582 रु 6,888 रु 7,207 रु 7,542 रु 7,892 रु 8,258 रु 8,641 रु 9,042 

       Less: Overhead  रु 4,623 रु 4,824 रु 5,035 रु 5,256 रु 5,486 रु 5,728 रु 5,981 रु 6,245 रु 6,522 रु 6,811 

Profit Before Interest &Tax रु 1,388 रु 1,466 रु 1,547 रु 1,632 रु 1,721 रु 1,814 रु 1,911 रु 2,013 रु 2,119 रु 2,231 

       Less: Interest रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 रु 0 

Profit Before Tax (PBT) रु 1,388 रु 1,466 रु 1,547 रु 1,632 रु 1,721 रु 1,814 रु 1,911 रु 2,013 रु 2,119 रु 2,231 

       Less: Tax रु 278 रु 293 रु 309 रु 326 रु 344 रु 363 रु 382 रु 403 रु 424 रु 446 

Net Profit  रु 1,111 रु 1,173 रु 1,238 रु 1,306 रु 1,377 रु 1,451 रु 1,529 रु 1,610 रु 1,695 रु 1,785 
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